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Lab 1 Lab Introduction

Introduction

Objective: Pre-requisite, learning objective, Acronyms,
Topology Walk-Through Activate, Before and After status of
the lab is covered.
This lab chapter will walk you through Learning Objectives, Topology WalkThrough, Diagram for Before/After Lab status and on how to access the lab.
Let us start with the Pre-requisite

Task 1: Pre-Requisite
1. Attend the Deploy/Manage Training. This training covers the Architecture and core Features.
2. Attend the Level 300-400 training covering the Troubleshooting, Design and Deployment.
3. Complete the Hands-on Lab from VMware.
https://labs.vmware.com . Search for Velocloud or SD-WAN keyword
4. Also, make sure you have completed the VMware SD-WAN Enterprise lab. Lab duration is 5
hours. These labs can be requested by sending an email to velocloud-tme@groups.vmware.com
This lab is on VeloCloud Release 3.1.
5. Advance lab (level-300/400): duration for the lab is 8 hours and is running VeloCloud Release
3.2.2 GA

This is the advance Lab. Please go through the
Enterprise lab mentioned in step 4 (5 hours lab) before
trying out Advance lab.

Task 2: Learning Objective

Lab workflow is as follows

Lab 1: Introduction
This is a walkthrough on how to access the lab, before/after lab view, acronyms, pre-requisites. There
are no task to be executed in this lab. This is for understanding only.

Lab 2: [Day-1 Task]: Activation, Overlay, Underlay & LAN Side Configuration
In this exercise you will be learning the Day-1 tasks starting from configuring the underlay networking,
activation for different types of branches and Datacenter sites, as well as configuring user defined
overlays and the LAN side.
Advanced activation lab tasks like activating datacenter site hub devices and activating branch sites
with static WAN IP addresses are taken from the field and will help the end user with customer POCs.
NOTE

Learning from this lab exercise can help in executing a PoC.

Lab 3: [Day-1 Task]: Configuring Profiles
End user will learn on differentiating different type of profiles, Segment and Network based. End user
will also learn on configuring Profiles and assigning multiple devices to the profile.
Some of lab task like putting restrictions on Profiles, creating and configuration of segment-based
profiles are covered which will help end user in the field and can be used as a best practice.

Lab 4: [Day-1 Task]: Understanding and Configuring Orchestration Accounts
End user will learn to differentiate different type of VCO(Orchestrator) accounts. This exercise is very
helpful when running a PoC at customer site.
End user will log on using these Read only and Read write accounts and verify by accessing different
VCO objects like Monitoring, Configuration and troubleshooting.
NOTE

This lab exercise is a good candidate for PoC test case.

Lab 5: [Day-1 Task]: Cloud VPN
Once the Branch and DC Sites have connectivity, we will introduce Cloud VPN and End user will learn
to how to configure different type of VPN configuration for an enterprise and validate the VPN
topologies end to end.

VPN topologies configured in this lab are (A) Hub-Spoke topology, (B) Branch to Branch using Hub
and/or VeloCloud Gateway, (C) Dynamic Branch to Branch.
Highlight for this lab chapter is the New features introduced in Release 3.2.1 is Profile isolation.
At the end of the lab exercise, end user will also validate some of the topology by inserting link failures.
This is very helpful in understanding the traffic flow in case of failures and this is also covered in the
PoC test cases.
It is also important to understand how the cloud VPN affects the routing table (OFC=Overlay flow
control table) and we will cover this in the lab exercise.
NOTE

This lab exercise is a good candidate for PoC test case.

Lab 6: [Day-1 Task]: Routing Part-1
End user will learn on how to use the VeloCloud Global Routing Table (Overlay Flow Control Table
OFC). End user will also learn on using tools available from orchestrator (VCO) and debug commands
to troubleshoot and validate routing. This is key to understand on how the OFC table is getting
populated and why certain routes are not getting populated. This will also make you understand on how
to interpret the Global routing table (OFC).

Lab 7: [Day-N Task]: Routing Part-2: Static routes, usage for IP SLA
End user will learn on how to configure Static Routes to reach subnets behind non-SD-WAN devices in
your networking like Layer-3 switch/router. End user will configure, monitor and validate IP SLA
attached to these static routes and taking action when these static routes are down.
We will end this lab chapter with a troubleshooting exercise. End user will be presented with a live
routing troubleshooting scenario for not able to reach a DC side subnet from branch site. This way end
user will have a clear understanding on how to do troubleshooting and what tools to leverage.

Lab 8: [Day-N Task]: Routing Part-2: Routing OSPF: Configure & Use of Route
Filter
End user will start with basics on how to configure Dynamic routing protocol OSPF and then move on
to configuring authentication for route updates and route Filtering.
Advance topics like redistribute and filter SD-WAN overlay routes to neighboring non SDWAN
networking devices, redistributing routes learned from OSPF neighbor to SDWAN overlay and finally
use of filters to redistribute specific subnets. Take a close look at filtering routes and will make you
understand before and after view of routing table (OFC)

Lab 9: [Day-N Task]: Routing Part-3: Routing BGP & Best practices
End user will learn on how to configure dynamic routing protocol BGP. End user also learn on using
BFGP route maps, different type of filters.
The key take away from this lab exercise is the implementation of best practices for BGP learned routes.
This is very helpful in the field.
NOTE

This lab exercise is a good candidate for a PoC test case.

Lab 10: [Day-N Task]: Control Routing
End user will learn on how to how to read the routing tables for non SDWAN sites and how to reach
Legacy site subnets from SD-WAN sites. This will also involve on when to use the Hub site as a transit
site and in which scenario to use underlay routing to reach MPLS site routes.

Lab 11: [Day-N Task]: Business Policy Framework & Application Performance
using DMPO
DMPO (Dynamic Multi-Path Optimization) End user will start with the foundation on how to use the
business policy framework. Various WAN conditions will be tested out by simulating
blackout/brownout conditions. End user will also understand the concept of Custom application
fingerprinting.
NOTE

This lab exercise is a must for any enterprise size PoC and will help the end user execute the PoC with
ease.

Lab 12: [Day-N Task]: Security Service Chaining
VeloCloud SD-WAN Service Insertion feature is tested out in this lab exercise.
End user will learn on how to configure and validate various security service insertion points at DC Hub
Site, VeloCloud Gateway (VCG) and Branch Site. Lab exercise includes use of integrated firewall, use
of CASB provider (Cloud access security broker). End user will also use the new feature Direct breakout
from branch introduced in Release 3.2.1.
End user will also validate some of the scenario’s by sending traffic and configuring business policy.
NOTE

This lab exercise is a must for any enterprise size PoC and will help the end user execute the PoC with

ease.

Lab 13: Segmentation
This lab focus is all about Segmentation feature implemented with Release 3.x. Enterprise can create
different segments and each segment will have its own business policy, firewall rule and even different
VPN topology. VeloCloud SD-WAN Segmentation feature is tested out in this lab exercise. End user
will simulate a retail customer scenario.

Lab 14: Clustering
VMware SD-WAN DC Cluster feature is tested out in this lab exercise. End user will learn on how to
configure DC Cluster feature and will experience the clustering feature in action.

Lab 15: Backup Links
VMware SD-WAN Backup/Standby feature is tested out in this lab exercise.
End user will learn on how to configure Backup/Standby links. Validate VPN and Traffic through
standby link. Test case ensure that there is no black-hole of traffic during failback.
NOTE

This lab exercise is a good candidate for PoC. This is for enterprises using LTE circuits as a standby
links.

Lab 16: API
VMware SD-WAN VeloCloud Orchestrator RestAPI is tested out in this lab exercise.
End user will leverage the REST API by executing the use case for listing out all configured profiles
and their configuration.

Lab 17: Tools and Troubleshooting
End user will learn, understand and validate the usage of various monitoring/troubleshooting tools
available through VeloCloud Orchestrator.

Task 3: Acronyms
Acronyms used in this lab guide are
1. VCO= VeloCloud Orchestrator
2. VCG= VeloCloud Gateway
3. VCE= VeloCloud Edge

4. NVS= Non VeloCloud Site (A site that does not have a VeloCloud SDWAN device and a VCG is
used to build IPsec tunnel to those sites)
5. Legacy Site= Site with MPLS connection only.
6. DC Site with Hub= A VeloCloud Hub behaves like a concentrator i.e. many SDWAN sites
connect to it via tunnels. Once traffic gets to the HUB it can be sent to other networks or firewalls
or even back to another SDWAN site.
7. Overlay= A logical tunnel created between two VMware SDWAN entities. This works on a
registered UDP 2426 port.
8. Underlay= Another name for the traditional WAN network
9. PoC= Proof of Concept
10. SWG = Secure Web Gateway

Task 4: Lab Topology

IP Addressing:
1.

DC1 HUB1
a.

VCE Management IP Address= 50.50.50.100/24

b.

VCE Internet Link=GE4= 172.16.3.251/24=16.16.16.16/24

c.

VCE MPLS Link=GE3= 172.16.2.1/24

d.

LAN side = Vlan1= 169.254.111.1/24

e.

eBGP between VCE hub1 to DC Switch=ASN 65113

2.

3.

4.

5.

f.

eBGP between DC Switch and CE Router = ASN 65112

g.

eBGP between CE Router and MPLS core router = ASN 100

h.

DC Site Subnet is 172.16.x.y/16

i.

DC Site Server machine= 172.16.111.200/24

DC1 HUB2
a.

VCE Management IP Address= 50.50.50.101/24

b.

VCE Internet Link=GE4= 172.16.3.252/24=16.16.16.17/24

c.

VCE MPLS Link=GE3= 172.16.2.2/24

d.

LAN side = Vlan1= 169.254.112.1/24

e.

DC Site Subnet is 172.16.x.y/16

MPLS Legacy Site
a.

Legacy Client= 192.168.16.200/24

b.

Legacy MPLS router= Interface towards Client side= 192.168.16.254/24

c.

Legacy Router= MPLS interface= 10.0.6.2/24 = ASN 64061

SFO Branch Site
a.

VCE Management IP Address= 50.50.50.102/24

b.

VCE MPLS Link=GE4= 192.168.10.2/24=GW=192.168.10.1

c.

VCE Internet Link=GE3=Sprint= 208.6.1.31/24

d.

LAN side = Vlan1= 169.254.113.1/24

e.

SFO Switch= Interface towards VCE= eth3=192.168.10.1/24=ebgp=ASN 64133

f.

SFO Switch= Interface towards CE router =eth2=ebgp=ASN 64132 =
192.168.11.1/24

g.

SFO CE Router= Interface towards Switch= ebgp= ASN 64132= 1921.68.11.2/24

h.

SFO CE Router= Interface towards MPLS core=10.0.3.2/24 = ASN 64131

i.

SFO Client-side interface= Interface connected to switch = 1921.68.3.254/24

j.

SFO Client machine= 192.168.3.200/24

SJC Branch Site
a.

VCE Management IP Address= 50.50.50.103/24

b.

VCE MPLS Link=GE4= 192.168.12.2/24=GW=192.168.12.1

c.

SJC CE Router=Interface towards VCE= 192.168.12.2/24, ebgp=ASN 64143

6.

7.

8.

9.

d.

SJC CE Router=Interface towards MPLS Core router=10.0.4.2/24, ebgp=64141

e.

VCE Internet Link=GE3=AT&T= 208.6.1.31/24, GW=208.6.1.1

f.

LAN side = Vlan1= 192.168.4.254/24 (DHCP Server)

g.

Client Machine=192.168.4.0/24 (DHCP Client)

Dallas Branch Site
a.

VCE Management IP Address = 50.50.50.104/24

b.

Dallas VCE LAN Side subnet is 192.168.5.0/24

c.

Dallas VCE LAN Side interface= GE1= 192.168.5.254/24

d.

Dallas Client-side machine=192.168.5.0/24 (DHCP IP Address)

e.

Dallas MPLS interface = GE4= 10.0.5.2/24= ebgp ASN 64153

f.

Dallas Internet interface=GE3= 24.5.1.31/24

Chicago Branch Site
a.

VCE Management IP Address = 50.50.50.105/24

b.

Chicago VCE LAN Side subnet is 192.168.6.0/24

c.

Chicago VCE LAN Side interface= GE1= 192.168.6.254/24

d.

Chicago Client side machine=192.168.6.0/24 ( DHCP IP Address)

e.

Chicago Internet interface = GE4= 66.174.1.31/24

f.

Chicago Internet interface=GE3= 98.1.1.31/24

LAX Branch Site (LAX-VCE-1)
a.

LAX VCE eth0=GE1=HA Interface

b.

VCE Management IP Address = 50.50.50.106/24

c.

LAX VCE WAN Internet Interface= GE3= 172.56.1.31/24

d.

VCE Switch side interface=eth1=GE2=192.168.8.1/24

e.

LAX Switch interface towards VCE = eth1= 192.168.8.2/24

f.

LAX Client machine = 192.168.9.200/24

g.

LAX Client machine is connected to LAX switch using 192.168.9.x subnet.

LAX Branch Site (Edge device 2=LAX-VCE2)
a.

This edge device is not shown in the network topology diagram as the end user will
attach to the network at later point.

b.

LAX VCE WAN= eth3=GE4=135.180.71.x/24

c.

LAX VCE eth0=GE1=HA interface

Task 5: Lab Topology Walk-Through
DC Site
1.
2.
3.
4.

Single DC site with INT and MPLS connection.
2 SD-WAN edge devices ready to be configured with cluster.
Two-Arm Mode behind FW DC topology.
Firewall (FW) is enabled on INT link. FW has the static NAT rules for both edge device and
allow UDP 2426 traffic for building up the overlay.
a. Edge device -1: GE4 towards Firewall: 172.16.3.251 -- > NAT configured on FW is
16.16.16.16
b. Edge device -2: GE4 interface on Edge device towards Firewall: 172.16.3.252 -- > NAT
configured on FW is 16.16.16.17

5.

Site is preconfigured with BGP Routing on Layer-3 Switch, and the Layer-3 Switch with
neighboring CE router.
a. DC site has Server subnet running behind L3 Switch. L3 subnet is 172.16.111.0/24
b. Static route is configured on the DC Switch for Branch sites with subnet 192.168.0.0/16
to reach 172.16.111.0/24.
c. End user will be Activating, configuring BGP on hub device as part of the lab exercise.

Two Arm Deployment diagram:

Legacy Site
1.
2.
3.
4.

Single Legacy Site is pre-configured.
Legacy site is MPLS site only.
Legacy Site subnet is 192.168.16.0/24
Best practice for Internet only branch sites will reach Legacy subnet using DC site as the transit
site.

Branch Site

1.

There are total of 5 Branch Sites.

2.

End user during the Lab exercise will be activating and configuring routing on internet and hybrid
branch sites.

3.

Each Branch site is with VMware SD-WAN Edge Device (VCE) by VeloCloud. These Edges
devices are Virtual appliances.
a.

Internet Only Sites: Sites with Internet Connection.
Chicago Branch Site and LAX Branch Site.

b.

Hybrid Sites are with connection to Internet and MPLS.
SFO Site, SJC and Dallas sites are Hybrid Sites

Branch Site-1: SFO Site
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Branch Site name is SFO Branch Site. Hybrid Site with Internet and MPLS connection.
Two-Arm Mode behind FW DC topology.
Site with Internet connection terminating on Edge (VCE) device.
Off-Path Design: VCE not in the Traffic path. VCE is not in the path between the MPLS and the
internal network.
Advantages of this off path design is automatic fallback to MPLS when VCE fails. HA not
required for survivability.
BGP peering with L3 Switch. L3 switch is BGP neighbor to both VCE and CE router. This is all
pre-configured.
SFO Client subnet is 192.168.3.0/24.
As part of the lab exercise, end user will use the routing best practices to configure route filtering
for BGP. Routing is already configured on non SDWAN devices (Layer-3 switch)

Branch Site-2: SJC Site
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Site name is SJC Branch Site. Hybrid Site with Internet and MPLS Connection.
Site edge device is un-activated.
VCE is In-Path, Hybrid Site with BGP running between VCE and CE router.
VCE is in Traffic path. VCE is in the path between the MPLS and the internal network.
With this topology VCE uses OSPF/BGP with CE router. CE does the BGP peering with PE
router using BGP.
Advertise SD-WAN routes to/from underlay

7.

Care must be taken to avoid making branch a transit

Branch Site-3: Dallas Site
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Branch Site name is Dallas Site. This is also a Hybrid Site with Internet and MPLS connection.
Site edge device is un-activated.
Edge device (VCE) is In-Path, Hybrid Site without CE router. BGP is already enabled on the
MPLS link. DALLAS site is not configured with overlay on the MPLS link.
VCE uses BGP with PE router. Advertise SD-WAN routers to/from underlay
As a routing best practice, end user will use the Uplink feature to make this branch site a NonTransit Site.

NOTE

How is this site different than other Hybrid Sites?
This site eliminates CE router. Edge device does direct peering with SP PE Router.

Branch Site-4: Chicago Site
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Branch Site name is Chicago Branch Site. Internet Only Site.
Site with Dual Internet connection and is un-activated.
In-Path VCE with dual Internet Links.
No routing protocol configured on LAN side of VCE.
To reach MPLS site (legacy site in this case), this site will use DC site as a transit site.

Branch Site-5: LAX Site

1.
2.
3.
4.

Branch Site name is LAX Site. Internet only Site
In-Path VCE with Single INT Link.
This site will use DC site as a transit site to reach MPLS site.
Layer-3 switch is configured typically with Static or OSPF routes.

Task 6: Before After Lab View
Before Starting the Lab, make sure the lab pod shows the Orchestrator view as
below.
Site Status

VeloCloud Software release is 3.3.2
Profile View from Orchestrator

You will see 5 sites activated – LAX, SFO, SJC, DC1 Hub 1 and Hub 2. Ensure, the status
section shows Green for all 5 sites along with Links.
Under “Configure” > “Profiles” section; you will see a default profile “Quick Start Profile”

GOAL:
After the lab is completed, Orchestrator view will show as follows.
Site View

Profile View

Routing Table View

This is a snapshot from the OFC table. (not a full view)

Task 7: Part-1: How to Access? Lab Pod
In order to access the lab, you perform the following tasks:
1. Access the lab pod number assigned to you by the instructor
2. Lab pod will be available for 5 days and then the lab pod expires.
3. Lab pod can be extended by sending email but after the pod has expired, you will be assigned
with a new pod number. This means you will have to start the lab task from beginning.
4. To access the lab pod, recommendation is to use the google chrome or Firefox browser.
5. From the Browser window, URL for the lab pod is

http://entadv-<n>.labs.velocloud.org
You will be provided with a pod number ahead of the class start. Please replace the number in
<n> in the above URL

13377 is for your reference only. Change the 13377 to your pod number.

6. User name is “lab-user”
Password is “Welcome2Velocloud”

Task 8: Part-2: How to Access? Lab Connections
Steps to access lab resources,
1. After successful login, you will be presented with the home page. Home page gives access to all
the sites and devices.
NOTE

Home Page gives access to all the lab resources.

2. Most of the lab task will be performed from VCO (Orchestrator)
3. To access sites with + sign, Expand the connection by clicking on the + Sign as shown below.
Below Figure shows Expansion of Chicago and Dallas site. This allow user to access all the
resources available for that site.

4. As there are multiple lab connections and to access them, end user has an option to
•

use browser back button to come back to home page or

•

right click on each connection to open them in multiple browser tab.
Below diagram shows end user using the right click to open the Chicago-VCE on a new
browser tab.

5. Most of the lab pod work is going to be done from the orchestrator (VCO) connection.

6. Once the VCO connection is open, double click on the Browser

Double click on the browser icon

7. From the browser bookmark, access the orchestrator, Click on Sign In

Note: The VCO login “username/ password” will be auto-populated for you.

Lab 2 Activation and Overlay Tunnels
Objective: Activation, Underlay Configuration, Overlay tunnel
configuration, LAN Side Configuration.
In this lab exercise, you will be learning the day-0 task starting from configuring
underlay networking, Activation for different type of branch and Datacenter sites,
Configurating User defined overlay and LAN side of the configuration.
Advance activation lab task like activating datacenter side hub device, activating
branch site with Static WAN IP address lab exercise are taken from field and these
will help the end user with customer PoC.
NOTE
Learning from this lab exercise can help in executing a PoC.
In the next lab, you perform the following Lab tasks:
1.

Activate Internet only site with WAN IP address DHCP

2.

Activate Hybrid Branch Site with WAN as Static IP address

3.

Configure LAN Side of the activated Edge device

4.

Configure LAN side with clients connected to L3 Switch

5.

Change Edge Device Location

6.

Use of Troubleshooting tools for checking the path and links

Task 1: Activate Internet Only Site with DHCP Address
Activate Branch site with WAN IP address as DHCP using the Zero Touch Provisioning
feature.

Objective: Activate Edge device using Zero touch provisioning.

Lab Topology:

Summary Steps:
This lab exercise is about activating the Edge device using the Pull activation process. For this,
Chicago Branch site is used.
1.

Create Site from Orchestrator “Chicago Branch Site”

2.

Create site generates a unique Activation link which includes the key. Email the Activation key to
Remote administrator.

3.

Connect the client machine to Edge device and click on the activation link to Activate the edge
device.

Detailed Steps:
Activate Chicago edge device with WAN IP address as DHCP Address.
1. From your browser, access the VCO connection page.
2.

Connect to your VeloCloud Orchestrator, Click Configure > Edges.

3. On the VeloCloud Edges page, click New Edge.
4. Configure the Provision New Edge window.
a. In the Name field, enter Chicago Branch Site.
b. From the Model drop-down menu, select Virtual Edge.
c. From the Profile drop-down menu, select Quick Start Profile
d. Authentication as Certificate Optional
e. Click Create.

f. Save the changes.
g. This will take the site creation to Pending state.

h. From the Edge overview, Click on Send Activation Email to send the email to remote
admin. (Non IT Person)

i. Activation Status for the Chicago Branch site is Pending.
j. Activation Link in this case has all the information for the activation process,
VCO FQDN/IP Address, Activation Key and other information.

5. Next step is to be executed by the remote Administrator. Remote administrator has physical
access to the edge device.
a. Remote admin will follow the procedure mentioned in the email.
NOTE
The lab environment is not equipped with an email service and as such we will not be able to send
out the actual activation email. However, we can access the Orchestrator (VCO) through the
client attached to the edge we want to activate and simply click on the activation link in the
Orchestrator.
Alternatively, you can also copy the link from the orchestrator and paste it into the browser of the
client attached to the edge we’re looking to activate.

b. From the connection page of your browser, Access the Chicago Client connection

Email is not configured in this lab environment. You must log in at the Chicago site to finish
configuration

c. In the taskbar, click the Web Browser icon to open the Firefox browser.

In the bookmark bar, click Orchestrator.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Click Sign In.
In the navigation pane on the left, click Configure > Edges.
In the VeloCloud Edges pane, click Chicago Branch Site.
Click Send Activation Email.
In the Send Activation Email window, click the activation link.

6. This will open the Local UI for the edge device. Make sure that the Internet Status is Connected
before you move on to the next step

7. In the VeloCloud Edge Activation window, click Advanced.
8. Select the Ignore check box. Click on Activate

Edge Activation might take up to 30 seconds. An Activation successful window appears when
complete.

Activation is Complete.
Next, do the verification task. Check the site and link status.
9. Click X to close the Activation successful dialog box.
10. Close the Local UI browser and the orchestrator tab from the Chicago Client.
11. Go back to the Orchestrator Connection page to check on the Site status
12. In the navigator pane on the left, click Monitor > Edges.
13. In the VeloCloud Edges Branch Site, verify that Chicago Branch Site has a green status icon. (this
might take a couple minutes!)

14. In the Edge column, click Chicago Branch Site.
15. Verify that the Chicago Branch Site has the status of (Connected).

16. In the navigator pane on the left click Monitor > Events. Verify that you can see Link alive
events for the Chicago Branch Site.

a.

NOTE

Information on Activation Link:

Activation link has all the information to reach Orchestrator and get activated.

192.168.2.1 is the default subnet for orchestrator. This subnet is also configured on an un-activated edge
device. Activation key is auto populated in the link along with the VCO FQDN or IP Address. If the WAN IP
address is static, you will notice that the activation link is longer and has IP address included.

NOTE

If at the customer site, ping is blocked, use curl cli to check for the reachability to
orchestrator.



Learning from the Lab Task

•
•

Activating Edge device using Zero Touch Provisioning (PULL
ACTIVATION)
How to check the activation status (Pending status and Connected
status)

Next move on to activating edge device using the Zero Touch provisioning feature (Pull
Activation) with WAN IP Address as Static IP Address.

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure your lab pod shows Chicago Branch Site
shows 2 Links and Green status.

In the next lab, you perform the highlighted Lab tasks:
1.

Activate Internet only site with WAN IP address DHCP

2.

Activate Hybrid Branch Site with WAN as Static IP address

3.

Activate DC Site using debug shell. Site is enabled with NAT and Firewall.

4.

Configure LAN Side of the activated Edge device (Chicago Site)

5.

Configure LAN side with clients connected to L3 Switch

6.

Change Edge Device Location

7.

Use of Troubleshooting tools for checking the path and links

Task 2: Activate Hybrid Site with WAN as Static IP Address
In the previous lab task, WAN IP Address for Chicago Site was DHCP based. In this lab task, WAN
IP address is Static IP Address on the public link.
Also, this branch site (Dallas Branch Site) is a Hybrid site.

Objective:
Activate Edge device with Hybrid WAN Connection. WAN IP address is Static IP Address.

Lab Topology:

GE3 = Public Interface = 24.5.1.31, /24, GW= 24.5.1.1
GE4 = Private Interface = 10.0.5.2, /24, GW= 10.0.5.1
LAN = 192.168.5.254/24, Mgmt IP Address= 50.50.50.103
LAN side DHCP Server= 192.168.5.0/24, DHCP Client Range = 10 addresses

Summary Steps:
This lab exercise is about activating the Edge device using the Pull activation process. For this, Dallas
Branch site is used. WAN IP Address is Static based. This also means that the Activation link will
have the static IP Address part of the link.
1.

Create Site from Orchestrator “Dallas Branch Site”

2.

Configure LAN, Public WAN

3.

Configure Mgmt IP address, Private WAN link interface (optional). This can be also configured
after the device is successfully activated.

4.

Connect the client machine to Edge device and click on the activation link to Activate the edge
device.

Detailed Steps:
1. From your browser, access the VCO connection page.
2.

Connect to your VeloCloud Orchestrator, Click Configure > Edges.

3. Configure the Provision New Edge window.
a. In the Name field, enter Dallas Site.
b. From the Model drop-down menu, select Virtual Edge.
c. From the Profile drop-down menu, select Quick Start Profile.
d. Change the Authentication to Certificate Optional.
NOTE

Authentication mode as optional is for lab environment only.
e. Click Create.

f. Save Changes
g. Device Activation status is Pending

4. Next step is to configure the Public interface with static IP address. This interface will be used
for activation. We will also configure the LAN, Mgmt and the Private Interface.
5. Configure LAN
Go to the VCO; Click on Configure > Edges > Dallas Site > Device
Scroll down to the “Configure VLAN” section
Provide the user inputs as shown in the figure below following the numbering schema.
Click on “Edit”

6. Configure the Management IP address as 50.50.50.103

7. Let’s start configuring the Static WAN IP address on GE3 Interface. This interface will be
used for Activation of the edge device.
It is optional at this point for the end user to also configure the Private interface (GE4). This
private interface can be configured as part of activation or post activation. For this lab task, we
will go ahead and pre-configure the GE4 interface too.
8. Next is to configure the Public IP address (Static IP address). This is the interface used for
activation.
a. Edit GE3
b. Override interface checkbox to be enabled.
c. Under Addressing Type; Static IP address 24.5.1.31
d. Mask /24
e. GW= 24.5.1.1
f. Update GE3

9. Next step is optional for activation. This step can also be performed after activation.
For this lab, we will continue to
a. configure Private Link along with
b. User defined overlay.
10. Private Link Configuration on Dallas Edge Device.
Edit GE4 (Private Link MPLS)
a. Edit GE4
b. Override interface checkbox to be enabled.
c. Under Addressing Type; Static IP address 10.0.5.2
d. Mask /24
e. GW= 10.0.5.1
f. Under WAN Overlay dropdown select “User Defined Overlay”
g. Uncheck NAT
h. Update GE4
11. Next is to configure the User defined WAN overlay for the private link (GE4).
Scroll down to “WAN Settings” from the “Device” tab and provide user inputs as shown in the
screenshot below.

Update Link.
12. Save changes for the Dallas Site.

13. Confirm the settings. Below is the screenshot provided.

14. Next step is to be executed by the remote Administrator. Remote administrator has physical
access to the edge device.
a. Remote admin will follow the procedure mentioned in the email.
NOTE
The lab environment is not equipped with an email service and as such we will not be able to send
out the actual activation email. However, we can access the Orchestrator (VCO) through the
client attached to the edge we want to activate and simply click on the activation link in the
Orchestrator. Alternatively, you can also copy the link from the orchestrator and paste it into the
browser of the client attached to the edge we’re looking to activate.
b. In our lab case, end user will access the activation link using the Dallas client machine.
From the Dallas client machine, Remote admin will click on the activation link.
c. Access the Dallas Client machine connection from the browser connection page.

d. Before you access the VCO from dallas client browser, check the reachability to VCO
(30.30.30.200). Ping from dallas client terminal window to VCO 30.30.30.200. If ping
works, open the browser and continue with dallas edge device activation.
e. If the ping to VCO from dallas client machine doesn’t work, add a static route on Dallas
Client machine to reach VCO(30.30.30.200)
from the dallas client machine terminal window, add a static route
route add 30.30.30.200/32 gw 50.50.50.254

Now that you have reachability from Dallas Client machine to VCO, Proceed with the Dallas
edge device activation by opening the browser on Dallas client machine.
f. Click on the browser tab from Dallas client connection machine,

g. From the browser access the Orchestrator. (YOU WILL SEE BOOKMARK- VeloCloud
Orchestrator)
Note: If there is no Bookmark for VCO on dallas client machine, use https://30.30.30.200 ,
user=admin@globalretail.net, Password=Welcome2Velocloud

h. From Dallas client machine the un-activated edge device status is shown in grey color

i. Configure > Edges > Dallas Branch Site > Edge Overview > Click on Send Activation
Email
j. Check out the Activation link.
Activation link is longer than the previous lab activation task (Chicago Branch Site)

Activation link has all the information, VCO FQDN/IP address, Security token, Static IP
address for Public interface, activation key.

NOTE
In this case, when the remote admin clicks on the activation link from the client machine, step 1
would be to configure the GE3 interface. In VMware SDWAN, this step is automated. Edge
device gets configured with the IP address.
k. Click on the activation link. This link opens in a new browser tab.
Remember that the Dallas client machine is used to access the activation link from
Orchestrator UI. In real world, Dallas client machine will be replaced with the remote admin
machine. Remote admin machine will also have access to the email client.

l. Click on Advanced, enable checkbox Ignore for certificate error
m. Before clicking on Activation, click on the “Review the Configuration” and you will notice
that the information from Activation link got propagated for GE3 (Internet Interface).

To proceed with Activation, End user doesn’t have to manually enter the
Static IP address. This step is automated.

GE3 interface (WAN Public Interface) status is GREEN. Click on the GE3 interface to check the
IP address. This IP address is going to match the IP address configured from the Orchestrator during
the Create Site process.
n. Close the Activation Local UI and click on the activation link again.
o. Advanced > Click ignore > activate.
p.

q. Now the edge is successfully activated, from the browser tab, go to the VCO connection
page to check the status for activation.

r. Click on the VCO Connection to access the Orchestrator UI
s. Click on Monitor > Edges ; look for the just activated “Dallas Branch Site”



Learning from the Lab Task

•
•

Activating Edge device with Static WAN IP Address
How to check the configuration from Local UI for Activation.

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure your lab pod shows 7 Sites with GREEN
Status

In the next lab, you perform the highlighted Lab tasks:
1. Activate Internet only site with WAN IP address DHCP
2. Activate Hybrid Branch Site with WAN as Static IP address
3. Configure LAN side with clients connected to L3 Switch
4. Change Edge Device Location
5. Use of Troubleshooting tools for checking the path and links

Task 3: Configuring LAN side of the Activated Edge device
Now that the Edge device for Chicago Site is activated, next is to configure the LAN side of the Edge
device. In this case, the Edge device will be the DHCP server for client machines getting connected
from LAN Side.

Objective: Configure Edge device with DHCP Server
In this task, you connect the Chicago Client to obtain a DHCP address from the edge device and verify
that the client receives an IP address from the 192.168.6.x/24 subnet.

Lab Topology:

Summary Steps: This lab exercise is about configuring the edge device as DHCP Server.
Clients connecting to the edge device will get the IP Address in the subnet 192.168.6.x
1.

Configure Edge Vlan

2.

Enable DHCP Server with client scope.

3.

Verify by connecting the client machines to the edge device.

Detailed Steps:
Activate Chicago edge device with WAN IP address as DHCP Address.
1. From your browser, access the VCO connection page.
2.

Connect to your VeloCloud Orchestrator, Click Configure > Edges.

3. From VCO, Configure > Chicago Branch Site > Device > Configure VLAN, click Edit to
Configure Vlan settings.

4. Update VLAN
5. Change the Management IP address to 50.50.50.206

6. Scroll to the top of your screen; click on “Save Changes”.
Move on to the Verification step now that the Edge device is configured with DHCP server for
Subnet 192.168.6.x/24.
NOTE
Expected result: The client machine connected to the LAN side of the edge device should get

the IP address from the Edge device. The Chicago Branch Site Edge device is the DHCP server
configured with 192.168.6.x/24.
7. Go to the Chicago client machine in the same subnet and restart the networking on the client
machine to get connected to the edge device LAN Side.

8. Access the Chicago Client from the browser connection page.
9. From the terminal window of Chicago Client, execute netstat -rn that the client machine
has received the IP address from 192.168.6.x subnet.

NOTE
Sometimes the execution of a “service networking restart” returns immediately. If that happens,
try one more time.

10. Start some traffic from Chicago Client machine.
Open the browser on Chicago Client machine, www.amazon.com

Traffic from client machine is using the SDWAN overlay to reach internet.



Learning from the Lab Task

•

Configuring LAN side of the Edge device.

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure your Chicago Client machine is able to
browse the internet.

Next move on to Changing Device Location

Task 4: Change Edge Device Location
Objective: Changing device location
This is useful when the edge devices at central location are activated and dropped shipped to a new
location. When the edge device power’s on at new location and edge device fails to get the correct
location, end user can go and modify the location.
Getting the correct location helps for connecting to the nearest VMware Cloud Gateway.

Summary Steps:
For this lab exercise, Chicago and Dallas site will be used.
1.

Configure Edge

2.

Overview > Contact and Locations

3.

Update location and Save changes

Detailed Steps:
1.

From the VCO; navigate to: Configure > Edges> Chicago Branch Site> Edge Overview

2.

Scroll down the page to “Contact and Location”

3.

Expand the Contact & Locations and click on “Update Location” located under
“Location” section

4.

Type in Chicago followed by clicking “Search” and click on OK. Save Changes at the

top of the page.

5.



Check the Map view from Monitor>Edges

Repeat the Process for Dallas Branch Site.

Learning from the Lab Task

•

How to change the edge device location

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure your Chicago and Dallas edge device shows
on the google map with correct location. (Monitor > Edges, Map View)

Next move on to Troubleshooting tools

Task 5: Use of Troubleshooting Tools
Use of Troubleshooting tools for checking the path and links

Objective: How to check the status for the path and links.
Two ways to check, From VCO> Tools and Troubleshoot and Debug Shell.

Lab Topology:
Summary Steps:
1.

From the Orchestrator > Tools and Troubleshoot > Select Edge device

2.

Remote Diagnostics

3.

From the Debug Shell > Debug.py

Detailed Steps:
How to check the Overlay from the Branch Site to the VMware SD-WAN Gateway?
1. From your browser, access the VCO connection page.
2. Go to the VCO; click on Test and Troubleshoot > Remote Diagnostics > LAX Branch

Site; it will take a few seconds for the edge to go into LIVE mode.

3. Scroll down to List Paths; Peer would show a dropdown as “Gateway”; click on Run
4. LAX Edge device has Single Internet link and is getting connected to 2 gateways (30.30.30.11
and 30.30.30.12). There will be 2 SD-WAN Overlay’s from LAX edge site to VCG’s

How to check the status from Debug Shell?
5. From the Connection home page, access the LAX VCE

6. /opt/vc/bin > debug.py --path



Learning from the Lab Task

•

Troubleshooting tools from VCO and Debug Shell

Task 6: Rollback feature: Last known Good Configuration
If an Administrator changes device configuration that cause the Edge to disconnect from the
Orchestrator, the Admin will get an “Edge Down” alert. Once the Edge detects that it cannot reach the
VCO, it will rollback to the last known configuration and generate an event on the Orchestrator titled,
“bad configuration.”
The rollback time, which is the time necessary to detect a bad configuration and apply the previous
known “good” configuration for a standalone Edge, is between 5-6 minutes. For HA Edges, the
rollback time is between 10-12 minutes.
NOTE: This feature only rolls back Edge-level device settings. If the configuration is pushed from the
Profile which causes multiple Edges to go offline from the Orchestrator, the Edges will log “Bad
Configuration” events. The Administrator is responsible for fixing the Profile accordingly; the Profile
configuration will not roll back automatically.

Objective: Last known Good configuration.
Lab Topology:
Use the LAX site for testing the rollback feature.

Summary Steps:
1.

Check the Site status from Orchestrator. Site status is online/Green.

2.

Trigger a bad configuration. This configuration will block edge to orchestrator communication,
(management plane).

3.

Check the event log for roll back event.

Detailed Steps:
How to check the Overlay from the Branch Site to the VMware SD-WAN Gateway?
1. From your laptop browser, access the VCO connection page.
2. Go to the VCO; Configure  LAX Branch Site  devices -- > change the configuration for
WAN interface as shown below.

3. Save the settings and check the event log (Monitor  Events).
Events shows that the edge settings are applied

4. Now that the bad configuration has been applied, LAX branch site will not be able to
communicate with the orchestrator.
VCO  events display’s the communication error message.

5. Within 5 minutes, rollback feature gets triggered at device level and will rollback the config.
Check the event UI for configuration revert.

Edge LAX was declared dead/down with bad configuration at 22:00.
Rollback config feature rolled back the configuration to last known good configuration and at
22:04, edge is UP and running with last known good configuration.

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure your lab pod shows 7 sites in GREEN state.

Next move on to next lab task, Configuring Profiles.

Lab 3 Configuring Profiles
Objective: Create and configure Segment based profiles. Understand the
concept of profile.
End user will learn on differentiating different type of profiles, Segment and Network based.
End user will also learn on configuring Profiles and assigning multiple devices to the profile.
Also, lab task like putting restrictions on Profiles, creating and configuration of segmentbased profiles are covered which will help end user at customer and can be used as a best
practice.

In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Create and Configure different Segment based Profiles.
2. Use of Profile Restriction
3. Assigning Edge Devices to Profiles.

Task 1: Create and Configure different Segment based Profile
Objective: Configure Profiles for Branch Site and DC Site.
Summary Steps:
1.

Configure > Profiles for Branch and DC sites.

Detailed Steps:

How to create multiple profiles?
1. From your browser, access the VCO connection page.
2. VCO > Configure > Profiles
3. Select the Quick Start Profile

4. Actions > Duplicate Profile
5. Give a name and description

6. Click Create
7. Create 2 more profiles, Use the same duplicate method

a. Profile Name= Branch Internet Site Profile
Profile Name= Branch Hybrid Site Profile



Learning from the Lab Task

•

Create and duplicate Profiles from default profile.

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure your VCO shows 4 profiles and default
profile with 7 edges.

Next move on to next lab task, Profile Restriction.
In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Create and Configure different Segment based Profiles.

2. Use of Profile Restriction
3. Assigning Edge Devices to Profiles.

Task 2: Use of Profile Restriction
Objective: End user will learn on how to put restrictions on the profile.
As part of this lab exercise, end user will create a profile and configure the profile with Virtual Edge only.
All the other HW type are exempt from the profile. End user will then verify by adding a Hardware edge
device (VCE) to this profile and end result should fail.

Summary Steps:
1.

Configure > Profiles > Create new profile

2.

Modify the profile with Virtual Edge device

3.

Create a New site with HW edge device model.

4.

End result should fail. End user will not be allowed to add a site with HW device to this new
profile.

Detailed Steps:
1. From the VCO Connection page, In the navigator pane on the left, click Configure > Profiles >
Name: Branch Virtual Profile
Configuration Type: Segment Based

Create

2. Configure > Profiles > Devices >
3. Click the Device tab. Uncheck all the HW device model from the profile “Branch Virtual
Profile”

4. Save the changes.
5. Next step is to verify the profile restriction. Create a new site with model as Hardware
From VCO -- > Configure -- > Edges -- > New Edge

6. Click on Create. This should fail and error message should display the reason for failure.

7. Cancel the new edge creation and delete the Branch Virtual Profile.



Learning from the Lab Task

•

Restriction and configuration for Segment based profiles.

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure your VCO shows 4 profiles and default
profile with 7 edges.

Next move on to next lab task, Assigning devices to profiles.
In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Create and Configure different Segment based Profiles.
2. Use of Profile Restriction

3. Assigning Edge Devices to Profiles.

Task 3: Assigning Edge Devices to Profiles
Objective: Assigning multiple edge devices to profile
Summary Steps:
1.

Configure > Edges

2.

Select multiple devices > Actions and assign to a new profile.

Detailed Steps:
1. From your browser, access the VCO connection page.
2. VCO > Configure > Profiles
3. Task is to move the
a. DC site to DC profile
b. Branch Internet profile should have Chicago and LAX.
c. Dallas, SJC and SFO should be part of Branch Hybrid Site profile. This needs to perform
from VCO -- > Configure Edges

Before

After

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure your VCO should show from Monitor -> Edges UI
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Lab 4 Understanding and Configuring

Accounts: User Access

Objective: Create and configure a user-defined VMware SD- WAN overlay for private links
[Day-1 Task]:

End user will learn to differentiate different type of VCO(Orchestrator) accounts. This exercise is very
helpful when running a PoC at customer site.
End user will log on using these Read only and Read write accounts and verify by accessing different
VCO objects like Monitoring, Configuration and troubleshooting.
NOTE

This lab exercise is a good candidate for PoC test case.
In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Create and Configure Read-Only Account

2. Create and Configure Read-Write Account
3. Create and Configure Customer Support Account

Task 1: Create and Configure Read-only Account
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Objective: Understand different Orchestrator account types and verify on what objects under VCO can
be accessed.

End User will be able to differentiate between account types like Read only, Standard
admin and Customer support account and will be able to apply the knowledge in the
field.
Summary Steps:
1.

Create different types of account

2.

Verify by logging as the new account and check for access details.

Detailed Steps:
Expected result with the READ-ONLY account: With Read only account type, end user will be not be
able to access the configure and Troubleshooting UI.
1. From your browser, access the VCO connection page.

2. In the navigator pane on the left, click Administration > Administrator > New Admin
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3. Create an Enterprise Read only Account
a. Username: admin-ro@globalretail.net
b. Password: Welcome2Velocloud
c. Account Role: Enterprise Read Only
d. Create
e. Make sure account status is Enable.
4. To verify, Logout and login as the new account.

5. Login as Read only account
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6. Expected result: With Read only account, Enterprise admin admin-ro@globalretail.net will be
able to monitor the sites and will not be allowed to do any configuration changes.
7. After the task is verified, logout and login back as admin@globalretail.net

Task 2: Create and Configure Read-Write Account
Objective: Understand what objects under VCO can be accessed using RW account ( Enterprise
admin).
End user with the new Standard admin (Read Write account) should be able to Monitor and
configure objects from the VCO.

Summary Steps:
1.

Create different types of account, in this lab end user will create Standard Admin account

2.

Verify by logging as the new account and check for access details.

Detailed Steps:
1. Log in to VeloCloud Orchestrator
2. Create an Enterprise Read Write Account
a. Username: admin-rw@globalretail.net
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b. Password: Welcome2Velocloud
c. Account Role: Standard
d. Create and make sure account status is Enable.

3. Verify Step: Logout and login as admin-rw@globalretail.com. End user in this case admin-rw is
able to monitor and configuration task from the orchestrator.
4. When verification is finished, login back again as enterprise administrator,
admin@globalretail.net

Task 3: Create and Configure Customer Support Account
Objective: Understand what objects under VCO can be accessed or modified using Customer
Support account.

After executing this lab task, end user will be able to differentiate the role between Standard Admin
and Customer support account.

Summary Steps:
1.

Create different types of account, in this lab end user will create Customer Support account

2.

Verify by logging as the new account and check for access details.

Detailed Steps:
Create Customer Support account and check the expected result.
1. Log in to VeloCloud Orchestrator
2. Create a Customer support Account
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a. Username: admin-CS@globalretail.net
b. Password: Welcome2Velocloud
c. Account Role: Customer Support
3. Create and make sure account status is Enable.
4. Check the expected result and share in the class.
5. When finished, logout of customer support account.
6. login back as enterprise admin “admin@globalretail.net”
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Learning from the Lab Task

•

Understand and implement different account types

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure your VCO shows 4 account

Next move on to next lab task, Cloud VPN
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To Skip Lab 5
This is an important feature for VMware SD-WAN. If you know the
concept and executed the lab task, skip this chapter.
How to Skip lab 5?
Step 1: Assign Chicago and LAX Branch Site to “Lab-5 Branch Internet Site Profile”
Step 2: Assign Dallas, SFO and SJC Branch Site to “Lab-5 Branch Hybrid Site Profile”
Moving branches to these Lab-5 Profiles ensures that all the configuration mentioned in
Lab-5 get pre-populated and end user can move to lab 6.

Lab 5 Cloud VPN
Objective: Configure & Verify Overlay Tunnels using VMware SDWAN Cloud VPN feature.
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Routing Concept:

With VMware SD-WAN, the VeloCloud Gateway (VCG) is responsible for distributing
the routes to all the VeloCloud Edges (VCE).
The routes learned from other VCEs are referred to as the Overlay routes.
The Underlay routes refer to the routes learned from routing protocols such as OSPF or
BGP,

The Underlay routes refer to the routes learned from routing protocols such as
OSPF or BGP, and locally configured static routes where traffic destined to the Underlay

are simply routed or switched without any encapsulation.
VMware SD-WAN solution supports mutual redistribution between the Underlay to Overlay
routes. Note that within the VeloCloud solution, route redistribution in either direction can be
selectively disabled.
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Objective: Understand, Configure, Verify and Troubleshoot different Cloud VPN

topologies.

Once the Branch and DC Sites have connectivity, we will introduce Cloud VPN and End user will learn
to how to configure different type of VPN configuration for an enterprise and validate the VPN
topologies end to end.

VPN topologies configured in this lab are (A) Hub-Spoke topology, (B) Branch to
Branch using Hub and/or VeloCloud Gateway, (C) Dynamic Branch to Branch.
Highlight for this lab chapter is the New features introduced in Release 3.2.1 is
Profile isolation.
At the end of the lab exercise, end user will also validate some of the topology by
inserting link failures. This is very helpful in understanding the traffic flow in case of
failures and this is also covered in the PoC test cases.
NOTE
This lab exercise is a good candidate for PoC test case. It is also important to
understand how the cloud VPN affects the routing table (OFC=Overlay flow control
table) and we will cover this in the lab exercise.

In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Understand OFC and Cloud VPN
2. Automation of Internet Overlay Tunnel to Cloud GW
3.

Configure and Verify Hub/Spoke Topology

4. Troubleshooting 1: Hub/Spoke VPN: Ping from Branch Site to DC site
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Subnet not working
5. Troubleshooting 2: Traffic flow with Link Failure in a Hub/Spoke
Topology
6. Branch to Branch VPN using Gateway: Hair pin B2B Traffic
7. Verification 2: How to Verify the Path for B2B VPN
8. Troubleshooting 3: Link Failure in a B2B VPN
9. Profile Isolation for Branches in different profiles
10. Branch to Branch VPN using Hub
11. Configure Dynamic Branch to Branch
12. Troubleshooting-4: Dynamic Branch to Branch VPN: Traffic doesn’t go
through DC site.
13. Before/After Profile Isolation Feature

Task 1: Understand OFC and Cloud VPN
Objective: Understand the OFC and Cloud VPN relationship.
End user will be able to understand how the OFC table is build and how the updates
are happening in the OFC tables.
OFC (Overlay Flow Control Table) is the SDWAN routing table giving a global view for all type
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of routes (Directly connected, Static, OSPF, BGP).
The options to configure Underlay to Overlay redistribution is available on the Overlay Flow
Control (OFC) page which applies to all Edges under the Enterprise.
The options to configure Overlay to underlay redistribution is available on the
Configure>Edges>devices OR Configure>Profiles.

Summary Steps:
1.

Check the OFC table without Cloud VPN enabled.

2.

Enable Cloud VPN and check for updates on the OFC table.

Detailed Steps:
Expected result with cloud VPN enabled: OFC table will show the connected routes.
1. Before enabling Cloud VPN, Check the Routing Table from VCO , Configure > OFC

2. Enable Cloud VPN from all the profiles.
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3. After enabling Cloud VPN DC1 Profile , Check the OFC Table. OFC table shows the Connected
routes.

4. Start enabling one-by-one for all the profiles.

Branch Internet Site profile with Cloud VPN Enable: OFC Table View

Branch Hybrid Site Profile
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Learning from the Lab Task

•
•

Difference between underlay and Overlay routes.
Cloud VPN and OFC table updates

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure your OFC table shows like below
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Next move on to Configure Cloud VPN
In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Understand OFC and Cloud VPN
2. Automation of Internet Overlay Tunnel to Cloud GW
3.

Configure and Verify Hub/Spoke Topology

4. Troubleshooting 1: Ping from Branch Site to DC site subnet not working
5. Troubleshooting 2: Traffic flow with Link Failure in a Hub/Spoke
Topology
6. Branch to Branch VPN using Gateway: Hair pin B2B Traffic
7. Verification 2: How to Verify the Path for B2B VPN
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8. Troubleshooting 3: Link Failure in a B2B VPN
9. Profile Isolation for Branches in different profiles
10. Branch to Branch VPN using Hub
11. Configure Dynamic Branch to Branch
12. Troubleshooting-4: Dynamic Branch to Branch VPN: Traffic doesn’t go
through DC site. Before/After Profile Isolation Feature

Task 2: Internet Overlay to Gateway
Objective: Understand Automation of Overlay to Gateway
This will help us understand the overlay which gets build up automatically from SD-WAN sites to the
Gateway on the internet link. End user has the flexibility of enabling hub and then establishing overlays to
Hub site too.
In this exercise, we will use the tools and troubleshoot from VCO to check for the overlay from branch site
and DC site to Gateway.

Topology
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For this lab task, End user will use the Chicago Site. Chicago site is with 2 Internet links. There are 2 Cloud
Gateway’s (30.30.30.x)
VCG-1= 30.30.30.11
VCG-2 = 30.30.30.12

Summary Steps:
By default, Sites with Internet links will establish an overlay to the Gateway. We are going to use the
Orchestrator (VCO) UI to verify the same.
Tools and Troubleshoot-> List Paths

Detailed Steps:
Showcase Internet Overlay from Chicago (Internet Site only) to VCG and from DC Site to VCG.
By default, all internet sites will build up secured overlay on internet link to gateway. This can be verified
from List paths under tools and troubleshoot.
Use Tools and Troubleshoot - > Remote Diagnostics-- >Chicago Site > List Paths should show only
VCG (Velocloud Gateway) in the path.
Question: For Chicago Site with dual internet link, how many of overlay tunnel will be built up from this
site to the gateway. Site is connected to 2 VeloCloud gateway.
Answer: Total of 4 Overlay will be build. 2 Overlay per link.
For Chicago Branch site with dual internet link, 4 Overlay will be up and running from the branch site to
VCG’s (VeloCloud Gateway).
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In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Understand OFC and Cloud VPN
2. Automation of Internet Overlay Tunnel to Cloud GW
3.

Configure Hub/Spoke Topology

4. Verification 1: Hub/Spoke Topology
5. Troubleshooting 1: Traffic flow with Link Failure in a Hub/Spoke
Topology
6. Branch to Branch VPN using Gateway: Hair pin B2B Traffic
7. Verification 2: How to Verify the Path for B2B VPN
8. Troubleshooting 2: Link Failure in a B2B VPN
9. Profile Isolation for Branches in different profiles
10. Branch to Branch VPN using Hub
11. Configure Dynamic Branch to Branch
12. Troubleshooting-3: Dynamic Branch to Branch VPN: Traffic doesn’t go
through DC site. Before/After Profile Isolation Feature
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Task 3: Configure Hub/Spoke Topology
Objective: Configure Hub/Spoke Topology. Check the Before/After
enabling Hub/Spoke VPN
In this exercise, Hub will be enabled for the DC edge device. Branch site will establish a static VPN tunnel
from branch site to DC site on all their links.
Also, use the tools and troubleshoot from VCO to verify the Hub Spoke topology on both Internet and
Hybrid sites.

Summary Steps:
1.

Make sure cloud VPN is enabled from Profile (Branch Internet Site Profile)

2.

Before enabling Hub,
1.

check the reachability from Branch Site (Chicago Client subnet=192.168.6.0/24) to DC Site
(Server Subnet= 172.16.111.0/24)

2.

Check List Path from VCO

3.

Enable Branch to VeloCloud Hub to form Hub & Spoke topology.

4.

Select the Hub from the list and save changes.

Expected Result: Before/After Affect:
1.

Before Enabling Hub from Profile

2.

Ping from Branch site to DC Site will fail

3.

List path from Branch site will only show path to VCG. There will be not path to Hub.

4.

After Enabling Hub from Profile

5.

Ping from Branch site to DC site will work

6.

List path will show both GW and Hub
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Topology
1.

For this lab task, End user will use the Chicago Site and DC Site.

2.

Chicago Client-Side subnet is 192.168.6.x/24
DC Side Subnet is 172.16.111.0/24

3.

Hub will be enabled for all the Branch Profiles. (Branch Internet Site & Branch Hybrid Site Profile)

Detailed Steps:
1. From your browser, access the DC Server machine.

2. Check the IP Address for the DC-1 Client machine, In this case the address is 172.16.111.200/24

3. Go back to the browser Connection page, Go to the Chicago Client connection.
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4. From the Chicago Client Machine, ping the reachability from Branch to DC site. Expected result
is that the Ping will not work as there is no SDWAN overlay tunnel from Branch site to Hub site.

5. Also check the List path from Chicago Branch site Tools and Troubleshoot>Remote
Diagnostics> Chicago Site> List Path
List path only shows Gateway

6. Now, Enable Cloud VPN > Hub Spoke topology for the Branch Internet Site Profile. End
user will verify using ping from branch site to DC Site and List path
7. From the connection page, Access VCO
8. VCO > Configure > Profiles > Branch Internet Site Profile > Devices > Cloud VPN >
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9. Enable the checkbox for Branch to VeloCloud Hub, Select VeloCloud Hub

10. Move the DC1 Hub1 and DC1 Hub2 to the right.
This will enable the edge device in the DC as the Hub device.
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11. Save the changes.
12. Next is to the monitor the events for changes to the edges part of Branch Internet Site Profile.
Monitor>Events
Chicago and LAX site will get the new configuration during the next heartbeat.

13.

After Enabling Hub/Spoke Topology for the Branch Internet Site Profile
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14. List path for Chicago Branch site should show path to Gateway and to the Hub sites (DC1 Hub 1
and DC1 Hub2)

VCO>Tools and Administration> Remote Diagnostics> Chicago Branch
Site> List Path

a. Run the DC1 Hub1 output and you will see 2 overlay tunnels to DC1 Hub1. Why 2 overlays?
there are 2 internet links from the Chicago edge device. 16.16.16.16 subnet is on the Internet link
for the DC site.

15. Let us also verify the same from debug shell using /opt/vc/bin/debug.py –path
a. From the browser, Go to the Chicago VCE connection page
b.
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c. Execute./debug.py –path



Learning from the Lab Task

•

Cloud VPN Feature
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•
•
•

Enabling Hub
How to check for the overlay in Hub/spoke Topology
Use of debug shell for overlay path

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure Cloud VPN for Branch Internet Site
Profile is enable with Hub.

Next move on to Troubleshooting Hub/Spoke VPN
In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Understand OFC and Cloud VPN
2. Automation of Internet Overlay Tunnel to Cloud GW
3.

Configure and Verify Hub/Spoke Topology
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4. Troubleshooting 1: Ping from Branch site to DC
Site Subnet not working.
5. Troubleshooting 2: Traffic flow with Link Failure in a Hub/Spoke
Topology
6. Branch to Branch VPN using Gateway: Hair pin B2B Traffic
7. Verification 2: How to Verify the Path for B2B VPN
8. Troubleshooting 3: Link Failure in a B2B VPN
9. Profile Isolation for Branches in different profiles
10. Branch to Branch VPN using Hub
11. Configure Dynamic Branch to Branch
12. Troubleshooting-4: Dynamic Branch to Branch VPN: Traffic doesn’t go
through DC site. Before/After Profile Isolation Feature
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Task 4: Troubleshooting 1: Hub/Spoke Topology: Ping from
Branch site to DC site subnet not working
Objective: Understand the workflow and the tools used for troubleshooting
Cloud VPN
Now that we have a Hub/Spoke Cloud VPN enabled for Branch Internet Site Profile, Chicago and LAX
branch site has overlay (static) tunnels to the Hub site. With the path from branch site to DC site, Branch
site client subnet should be able to reach DC site subnet.
NOTE

This lab exercise is a good candidate for PoC test case and also helps to understand
the workflow for troubleshooting in the field.
Topology
1.

For this lab task, End user will use the Chicago Site and the DC1 Hub1

2.

Client site subnet (Chicago) is 192.168.6.x/24

3.

Server site subnet (DC Site) is 172.16.111.x/24

Summary Steps:
1.

Use the VCO tools (list path) to check for the overlay tunnel from Spoke to Hub Sites)

2.

Check for the client and server subnet in the OFC Table.

3.

Try the ping from Branch Client machine to the Server subnet in the DC site

Detailed Steps:
1.

Step 1 would be to check the list path.
VCO > Chicago Branch Site > tools and Troubleshoot > Remote diagnostics for Chicago Site >
List Path output shows path to DC1 Hub1.
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2.

Now that we have the Static Overlay tunnel from Branch site to the DC site, Lets try to ping from
Chicago Client machine to the DC site Subnet.
Chicago Client machine = 192.168.6.x
DC site server = 172.16.111.200

a. From the browser, Open the Chicago Client machine connection

b. From the Chicago Client Terminal Window, start the ping

c. Ping fails
3.

Next step would be to check the Subnets in the Routing table. (OFC)
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Go Back to the VCO Connection page, Configure> OFC

4.

Chicago client subnet is listed but the server subnet is missing (172.16.111.0/24)

5.

To resolve the issue, Add the static route for the 172.16.111.0/24 subnet in the DC1 Hub1
Topology for your reference,

Note: Static route is added to the Switch. End user needs to add the static route to the Edge device.

a. From the VCO > Configure Edges > DC1 Hub1 > Devices
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b. Expand the Static route for DC1 Hub1 and add the entry for 172.16.111.0/24.

Note: For Branch Internet profile, if your setup has DC1 Hub2, then add the above static
route to DC1 hub2 also.
c. Save the changes
8. Check the OFC Table for the updated route

9. Now that we have a route in the routing table, Go back to the Chicago Client machine
connection and check for the reachability.
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In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Understand OFC and Cloud VPN
2. Automation of Internet Overlay Tunnel to Cloud GW
3.

Configure and Verify Hub/Spoke Topology

4. Troubleshooting 1: Ping from Branch site to DC Site Subnet not
working.

5. Troubleshooting 2: Traffic flow with Link Failure
in a Hub/Spoke Topology
6. Verification 1: Hub Spoke topology for Hybrid Branch Site
7. Branch to Branch VPN using Gateway: Hair pin B2B Traffic
8. Verification 2: How to Verify the Path for B2B VPN
9. Troubleshooting 3: Link Failure in a B2B VPN
10. Profile Isolation for Branches in different profiles
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11. Branch to Branch VPN using Hub
12. Configure Dynamic Branch to Branch
13. Troubleshooting-4: Dynamic Branch to Branch VPN: Traffic doesn’t go
through DC site. Before/After Profile Isolation Feature

Task 5: Troubleshooting 2: Link Failure Test in a Hub/Spoke
Topology
Objective: Understand the workflow and the tools used for troubleshooting
Cloud VPN in case of link failure
Now that we have a Hub/Spoke Cloud VPN enabled for Branch Internet Site Profile, Chicago and LAX
branch site has overlay (static) tunnels to the Hub site. Let’s us check on how to troubleshoot and see
SDWAN in action with a link failure scenario.

NOTE

This lab exercise is a good candidate for PoC test case and also helps to understand
the workflow for troubleshooting in the field.
Topology
1.

For this lab task, End user will use the Chicago Site and the DC1 Hub1

2.

Client site subnet (Chicago) is 192.168.6.x/24

3.

Server site subnet (DC Site) is 172.16.111.x/24

Summary Steps:
1.

Start the ping from Chicago Client Machine to the DC Site subnet (172.16.111.0/24)
Ping should be working, as this was fixed in the last lab task (Task 4)

2.

Check from VCO which link is being used on the Branch site to reach DC site. (Live Troubleshooting
from VCO)
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3.

Initiate Blackout condition on that WAN link. Shutdown the interface on Branch site.

4.

In Sub-seconds, traffic should move to the next available link on the branch site.

Detailed Steps:
1. From the browser window, open the Chicago Client connection.
2. Start the ping to 172.16.111.200 (DC Server subnet)

3. As Chicago Site has 2 WAN Links, let’s check which link is being used for this ICMP traffic.
Make sure Ping is ON
a. How to check which link is being used?
b. From the Browser, go to the VCO Connection page
c. VCO > Monitor> Edges> Chicago> Transport

d. Select Live Monitoring. This will tell which WAN links is being used for the ICMP traffic.
e. Live Monitoring > TCP/UDP Details
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f. As per the screenshot, Spectrum link is being used for the icmp traffic. This result might vary
depending on the lab pod. Do check for your lab pod.
4. End user will shutdown the Spectrum link.
a. Spectrum WAN link is GE4. From the Chicago Debug shell, end user will shutdown the
GE4 link. This can also be done from the VCO. (Configure> edges> Chicago>Devices)

b. Go to the browser back button and open the Chicago VCE connection page.
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c. Shutdown eth3 from Chicago VCE connection page.

5. When the link goes down, check the link steering for ICMP traffic.
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Before you move on to the next lab task perform the housekeeping task.
DO NOT SKIP THESE STEP:
1.

Make sure to turn on the Eth3 interface on Chicago edge device. This was turned off during
step (ifconfig eth3 up).

2.

Also stop the ping from Chicago Client machine.
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Next move on to Branch to Branch VPN Configuration and Verification
In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Understand OFC and Cloud VPN
2. Automation of Internet Overlay Tunnel to Cloud GW
3.

Configure and Verify Hub/Spoke Topology

4. Troubleshooting 1: Ping from Branch site to DC Site Subnet not working.

5. Troubleshooting 2: Traffic flow with Link Failure in a Hub/Spoke
Topology

6. Verification for Hybrid Sites: Hub/Spoke Topology
7. Branch to Branch VPN using Gateway: Hair pin B2B Traffic
8. Verification 2: How to Verify the Path for B2B VPN
9. Troubleshooting 3: Link Failure in a B2B VPN
10. Profile Isolation for Branches in different profiles
11. Branch to Branch VPN using Hub
12. Configure Dynamic Branch to Branch
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13. Troubleshooting-4: Dynamic Branch to Branch VPN: Traffic doesn’t go
through DC site. Before/After Profile Isolation Feature

Task 5: Verification 1: Hub/Spoke Topology for Hybrid Branch
Site
Objective: Understand on how the User defined overlay on Private link
coming up with Hub/Spoke Topology
Now that we have a Hub/Spoke Cloud VPN enabled for Branch Internet Site Profile, Chicago and LAX
branch site has overlay (static) tunnels to the Hub site. Let’s us check on for Hybrid Branch site too.

NOTE

This lab exercise is a good candidate for PoC test case and also helps to understand
the workflow for troubleshooting in the field.
Topology
1.

For this lab task, Branch Hybrid Site Profile is used.

Summary Steps:
1.

Check the path and the Monitor>edges “number of links” for the Hybrid Sits (Dallas , SJC and SFO)
Available path to the hub site is only through Public Link.

2.

Enable Hub for Branch Hybrid Profile

3.

Check the path and Monitor>edges

Detailed Steps:
1. From the browser window, open the VCO Connection page, configure>Profile> Branch Hybrid
Profile > Enable Hub > hub1 and Hub 2
2. Give it under a minute and check the status for edge devices with hybrid links.
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3. Verification from one of the Hybrid Branch Site ( DALLAS SITE)
a. List Path

b. From the Debug Shell, go to the Dallas VCE Connection page and execute debug.py –path
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c. Monitor>Events, check for the MPLS (Private Link) interface, in this case GE4 is UP as the
path from Branch to Hub is up.

d. Monitor> List View
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Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure for all the Branch Sites (SJC, SFO, Dallas,
Chicago) , Status under VCO>Monitor>edges > List view is 2
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You are now ready to move to the next lab task.

Task 6: Configure Branch to Branch VPN using Gateway
Objective: Cloud VPN for Branch to Branch using Gateway
Now that we have a Hub/Spoke Cloud VPN enabled, let’s explore the B2B using Gateway.

Topology
1.

For this lab task, End user will use the Branch Internet site and Branch Hybrid Site Profile

Summary Steps:
1.

From the VCO > Cloud VPN Enable, B2B using GW. This is the default option for B2B

Detailed Steps:
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1. From the VCO Connection Page, VCO> configure>profile>Branch Internet Site Profile >
Devices
2. Enable B2B using GW and disable Dynamic B2B

3. Save the changes. Check the Event Log

4. Do the VPN Test from VCO > Tools and Troubleshoot> VPN test should pass between
Chicago and LAX client machine. B2B has only been enabled for Branch Internet Site Profile.
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Task 7: Verification 2: How to Verify the path for B2B VPN
Objective: How to verify that B2B (Branch to Branch) traffic is going through the GW and not
through the hub site.
NOTE

This lab exercise is a good candidate for PoC test case
Topology
For this lab task, End user will use the Branch Hybrid Site Profile.

Detailed Steps:
1.

Enable B2B using GW from the Branch Hybrid Site Profile.

2.

Do VPN test from Tools and Troubleshoot > Dallas Site (Optional)

3.

Do a Traceroute from the SJC Client machine to Dallas Client machine and the next hop
listed should be of the Gateway (30.30.30.x)
Dallas Client = 192.168.5.17
SJC Client= 192.168.4.14
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Task 8: Profile Isolation for Branches in different Profiles
Objective: Profile Isolation for B2B in different profile.
For hosted SD-WAN customers, there is always a common controller that connects to all the branch Edges,
so that Edges have routes to connect to all other Edges. If customers want to prevent branch edges from
learning routes or connecting to each other over the SD-WAN overlay, isolation needs to be enabled. The
recommended method is to use the SD-WAN segmentation feature to assign Edges to different segments. For
customers who prefer to enable the segmentation feature or want to achieve Edge isolation within one
segment, the Profile Isolation feature can be used.
When the Profile Isolation feature is enabled for a profile, the Edges within that profile will only learn:

•

Routes to other Edges within its own profile as well as the underlay routes behind those Edges

•

Routes to the assigned hubs as well as underlay routes learned by the hub

NOTE: When the Profile Isolation feature is enabled for a profile, the Edges within that
profile will not learn routes of other Edges outside of that profile.
Keep in mind the following when enabling VPN Isolation:
•

There is no communication between profiles

•

Simplified route controls between regions
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•

Dynamic B2B within a profile can still be turned on/off

Expected Behavior:
Before enabling Profile Isolation, B2B between Chicago and SJC will work. This means that SJC
branch will be able to reach Chicago Branch using the GW. Route prefix will be shared among branches of
different profile.
After enabling Profile Isolation, B2B between Chicago and SJC will NOT work.

Topology
1.

Chicago Branch site is part of Branch Internet Site Profile
SJC Branch Site is part of Brach hybrid Site Profile.
For both the profiles, B2B using GW is enabled.

Summary Steps:
1.

From the VCO > Cloud VPN Enable, B2B using GW. This is the default option for B2B , Disable
Dynamic B2B

2.

Check the Route prefix for branch site. (Check routes before and after enabling Profile isolation)
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Detailed Steps:
1. From the VCO Connection Page, VCO> configure>profiles>Branch Internet Site Profile >
Devices, Enable B2B using GW and disable Dynamic B2B
2. Disable Profile Isolation
3. Do the same for Branch Hybrid Site Profile.
4. BEFORE Enabling Profile Isolation -- > Check the Routes from debug shell, Go to the
Chicago edge device Connection page (Chicago VCE)

5. Now go to,
VCO> configure>profiles>Branch Hybrid Site Profile > Devices
Scroll down to “Cloud VPN” section; and under “Branch to Branch VPN”; enable “Isolate
Profile”

After enabling Profile Isolation, Routes from other profile should not be seen. In this
case, routes from SJC 192.168.4.0 will not be displayed using Edge2Edge (branch to branch)
Check the Routes from debug shell, Go to the Chicago edge device Connection page (Chicago
VCE)
As seen below; you do not see “SJC Branch Site” under “Destination Name”
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Task 9: Configure B2B VPN using Hub
Objective: Cloud VPN for Branch to Branch using Gateway
Now that we have a Hub/Spoke Cloud VPN enabled, let’s explore the B2B using Hub.

Topology
1.

For this lab task, End user will use the Branch Internet site and Branch Hybrid Site Profile

Summary Steps:
1.

From the VCO > Cloud VPN Enable, B2B using HUB. This needs to be done for both the branch site
profiles.

2.

Verify the next hop from the branch client machine to DC server subnet. Next hop should be the DC
side address.

Detailed Steps:
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1. From the VCO Connection Page, VCO> configure>profile>Branch Internet Site Profile >
Devices, Enable B2B using Hub

2. Check the Monitor>Events log for the updates.
3. Also enable B2B using Hub for Branch Hybrid Profile.

Task 10: Troubleshooting 2: Link failure in a B2B VPN
NOTE

This lab exercise is a good candidate for PoC test case and helps to understand the
workflow for troubleshooting in the field.
Topology
For this lab task, End user will use the Branch Hybrid Site Profile.
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Detailed Steps:
1.

Start the ping test from SJC client machine (192.168.4.14) to the Dallas Client machine.
(192.168.5.17)

2.

Find out from the VCO>Monitor>Transport> Show TCP/UDP Details -- > Live
Troubleshooting which link on Dallas site is being used for the ICMP Traffic.
a.

In this case MPLS link is being used for the ICMP traffic.

3.

From the Dallas Edge device connection page, Shutdown the WAN link for the Dallas Edge
device (Ifconfig eth3 down)

4.

End user will notice that the icmp traffic in sub-second time move to the next available
link.
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5.

This is for your reference, traceroute captured before / After.

6.

Housekeeping task: Stop the ping and bring up the interface from Dallas edge device.
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Task 11: Configure Dynamic B2B VPN
NOTE This lab exercise is a good candidate for PoC test case and helps to
understand the workflow for troubleshooting in the field.

Topology
For this lab task, End user will use the Branch Hybrid Site Profile. Dallas and SJC Site.

Detailed Steps:
1.

Before Enabling Dynamic B2B--- > Traceroute from SJC Client to Dallas Client shows that
the traffic between Dallas and SJC client goes from DC site (172.16.x.x)

When the Dynamic B2B is enabled, initial traffic will go from Hub site and once the tunnels
are established between these branches, traffic will go direct.
2.

Enable Dynamic B2B for the Profile Branch Hybrid Profile.
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3.

Start the ping test from SJC client machine (192.168.4.14) to the Dallas Client machine.
(192.168.5.17)

4.

With interesting traffic from Dallas client to SJC client subnet, Dynamic tunnel will get
established. This can be verified by using
a.

Traceroute: traceroute will not show next hop as Hub site.
Before Enabling: Next Hop is DC subnet 172.16.x.x

After Enabling, Traffic is not getting pinned to Hub site. Next hop is MPLS link.

b.

Ping will show reachability time less as compared to traffic pinning through hub site.
Check the screenshot,
before enabling Dynamic B2B , Reachability was ~1 ms
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After enabling Dynamic B2B , Reachability is ~0.7 ms

c.

List path will also show Branch site. (there will now be 3 entries GW, HUB and
Branch)
VCO>Test and Troubleshoot> Remote Diagnostics > Dallas Site> List Path

Task 12: Troubleshooting 3: Dynamic B2B VPN
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Objective: Dynamic B2B is enabled and with link failure traffic from Branch site 1 should not go
through DC site or GW. Traffic will use the available link from the branch site.

Topology
1.

For this lab task, End user will use the Branch Hybrid Site Profile

2.

Dallas client and SJC client will be used

Summary Steps:
1.

Start the ping from Dallas client to the SJC client

2.

Blackout condition on the branch link with icmp traffic.

3.

Check with Traceroute that with blackout condition, traffic is not getting pinned through Hub site.
Verify the next hop from the branch client machine to DC server subnet. Next hop still should be
Branch site next available WAN Link.

Detailed Steps:
1. Log in to VeloCloud Orchestrator if you are not already logged in.
2. Start the ping from Dallas Client to SJC Client. Wait for at least 10-20 seconds for the dynamic
tunnel to come up.
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3. Traceroute from SJC Client to Dallas Client shows that the traffic between Dallas and SJC client
is using the Dynamic Overlay tunnel.
With interesting traffic from Dallas client to SJC client subnet, Dynamic tunnel will get
established. This can be verified by using

4. Traceroute shows next hop as the MPLS GW.
5. Now turn off the interface (GE3) MPLS interface on Dallas Edge device.

6. Traceroute after shutting down the interface.
Traceroute shows that now the next hop has shifted from MPLS link to Public Link (Internet
interface)
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This shows that with Link condition changes, Dynamic b2b traffic doesn’t get pinned to Hub site.
7. Housekeeping task
a. Stop the ping from Dallas site
b. Bring up the GE3 interface from Dallas Edge device.



Learning from the Lab Task

•
•
•

Understand Cloud VPN Feature
Link failure scenarios and how the traffic flow works
Cloud VPN and Global routing table relationship
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•

Tools used to monitor and troubleshoot Hub/spoke, Branch to
Branch and Dynamic Branch to Branch Traffic.

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure
1.

Disable Profile Isolation from All the Branch Site profile (Branch Internet profile, Branch
Hybrid Site profile)

2.

Disable Dynamic Branch to Branch from all the Branch Site profile (Branch Internet
profile, Branch Hybrid Site profile)

Next move on to next lab task,

Routing

Lab 6 [Day-1 Task]: Routing: Part-1:

OFC Table

Objective: Understand OFC (Overlay Flow Control) table and understand
the tools to check the overlay routes.
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End user will learn on how to use the VeloCloud Global Routing Table (Overlay Flow
Control Table: OFC). End user will also learn on using tools available from
orchestrator (VCO) and debug commands to troubleshoot and validate routing. This is
key to understand on how the OFC table is getting populated and why certain routes
are not getting populated. This will also make you understand on how to interpret the
Global routing table (OFC).

OFC Table:
OFC table controls what can be redistributed into the overlay by using the Global
Advertise flags. The options to configure Underlay to Overlay redistribution is available on

the Overlay Flow Control (OFC) page which applies to all Edges under the Enterprise. Note
that the options are available separately for the Hubs and Branches due to Hubs often needing
to be a transit site or a backup route in case of connectivity failures at the branches. Also, the
OFC table shows the preferred Exit points for the prefixes. These preferred exit
points/Preferred VPN exits can be of Edge, Partner GW, Router or Hub type.
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In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Enabling OFC Table using Cloud VPN
2. Updating OFC Table
3. Tools and Troubleshoot to list Overlay Routes
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Task 1: Updating OFC table
Objective: Understand how the Advertise flag affects the Routing table.
Topology

Summary Steps:
1.

Check the OFC table for the subnet.

2.

Uncheck the Advertise flag and check for the update on OFC table.

Detailed Steps:
1. From the browser connection page, access VCO. Log in to VeloCloud Orchestrator if you are not
already logged in.
2. Configure > OFC
3. Check the 192.168.5.x subnet. Owner for the subnet is Dallas Branch site.

4. VCO > Tools and Troubleshooting> Remote Diagnostics> Chicago Branch Site
Chicago branch site routing table show the Dallas Edge device as the owner (preferred exit point)
for the 192.168.5.x subnet.
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5. Go to Configure > Edges > Dallas > devices > Vlan > Enable Checkbox “edge override” > Edit >
uncheck the Advertise flag

6. Check the entry in OFC table for 192.168.5.x subnet. After Unchecking the Advertise button,
Dallas site will no longer be the owner for that subnet.
OFC table after disabling the advertise check box. This means Dallas Edge device is no more
the preferred exit point for 192.168.5.x subnet
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7. Let us also verify this from the Chicago branch site. As expected, Chicago local routing table
view will not show the 192.168.5.x subnet.
Screenshot captured from Chicago Branch site.
VCO>tools and troubleshoot>Remote Diag> Chicago Branch

8. Housekeeping task: before moving to next lab task: Enable the advertise checkbox for Dallas
192.168.5.x subnet.
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Task 2: Test & Troubleshoot to List Overlay Routes
Objective: Tools Used to check for Routing:
Summary:
1.

OFC Table

2.

Tools and Troubleshoot> Remote Diagnostics > Route table > Local Route table view

3.

From the Debug Shell > debug.py --routes

The options to configure Underlay to Overlay redistribution is available on the Overlay
Flow Control (OFC) page which applies to all Edges under the Enterprise.
The options to configure Overlay to underlay redistribution is available on the
Configure>Edges>devices OR Configure>Profiles.



Learning from the Lab Task

•
•

Understand OFC Table
Tools available for troubleshooting

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure
1.

Disable Branch to Branch VPN from all the Branch Site profile (Branch Internet profile,
Branch Hybrid Site profile)

2.

Make sure the OFC table looks like the below table. (Total 8 entries in the routing
table)
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Next move on to next lab task,

Routing Part 2

Lab 7 [Day-N Task]: Routing: Part-2:
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Static routes, usage for IP SLA
Objective: Create and configure Static Routes and use of Monitoring with IP SLA
[Day-N Task]
End user will learn on how to configure Static Routes to reach subnets behind nonSD-WAN devices in your networking like Layer-3 switch/router. End user will
configure, monitor and validate IP SLA attached to these static routes and taking
actions when these static routes are down.
We will end this lab chapter with a troubleshooting exercise. End user will be
presented with a live routing troubleshooting scenario for not able to reach a DC side
subnet from branch site. This way end user will have a clear understanding on how to
do troubleshooting and what tools to leverage.

In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Configure Static Routes to reach subnet behind L3 Switch
2. How to enable/disable Static Routes
3. Configure IP SLA for Static Routes
4. Troubleshooting 1: Cannot reach from Branch Client to DC Server
subnet

Task 1: Configure LAN Side with Clients connected to Layer-3
Switch
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Objective: Client machines behind the L3 switch should be able to browse the internet through the
activated edge device.
Lab Topology:
Site with Single Internet Link. LAN side clients are connected through the Layer-3 Switch.

GE3 = Public Interface = 172.56.1.x/24
GE2 = LAN interface = 192.168.8.x/24
GE2 interface on edge device is connected to the Layer-3 switch
Clients are on subnet 192.168.9.x/24

Summary Steps:
1.

Configure GE2 interface with 192.168.8.x/24 subnet.
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2.

Clients are on 192.168.9.0/24 subnet. Static route to be added on Switch and Edge device.

3.

Verification step. Connect the client machine to Edge device and click on the activation link to
Activate the edge device.

Detailed Steps:
1. From your browser, access the LAX Client Connection page.
2. Open Browser from LAX client connection. OR open terminal and type in ping www.yahoo.com.
This will not work as expected. There is no route or interface configured between Edge device
and the Layer-3 switch.
3. From the browser back page, open the VCO connection page.
4.

Connect to your VeloCloud Orchestrator, Click Configure > Edges > LAX > Devices

5. Edit GE2
a. Override Interface Checkbox
b. Addressing Type Static
c. IP Address 192.168.8.1/24, GW= 192.168.8.2
d. Uncheck WAN Overlay
e. Uncheck NAT Direct Traffic
f. Check Advertise
g. Update GE2
NOTE

By Default GE2 is WAN Interface, Disable WAN for this lab task.

6. Now, End user needs to add the static route to reach 192.168.9.x subnet (Client subnet).
7. Make sure the WAN Overlay is disabled for the GE2 interface
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8. Save the changes.

Task 2: Configure Static Routes to reach subnet behind
Layer-3 Switch
Objective: Understand how to configure the Static Route.
Topology:
For this lab exercise, 192.168.9.x subnet behind the Layer 3 switch will be connected to the edge device
using static route.
Static route will be advertised using the global routing table. Other sites will be able to reach 192.168.9.x
with LAX branch site as the preferred exit point.
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Eth0=GE1=HA Interface
Eth1=GE2=LAN side interface (in this case connected to L3-Switch)
Eth2=GE3=WAN Link

Summary Steps:
1.

Check the OFC table for the subnet. 192.168.9.x. As expected, subnet is not listed.

2.

Add a static route entry for LAX Branch Site.

3.

Make sure advertise flag is on for the static route

4.

Check the OFC table for the new route type=static

5.

Also, check the tools and troubleshoot> list route for the route entry.

Detailed Steps:
1.

Start a ping from LAX Client Connection.
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Ping 172.16.111.200 -- > Ping will fail as there is no route for subnet 192.168.9.x
2.

From the browser connection page, access VCO. Login to VeloCloud Orchestrator if you are not
already logged in.

3.

Check the OFC Table for 192.168.9.x subnet. Entry for this subnet is not there. This also
means that no other site will be able to reach subnet 192.168.9.x. Also, clients on 192.168.9.x
will not be able to reach internet or DC site.
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4.

Configure>Edges>LAX Branch Site>Devices> Static Route expand

5.

Save Changes and check for the OFC Table.

After adding Static Route, Route is listed in the global routing table.
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6.

Verification step
a.

Before the end user start validating end to end traffic, check the OFC table for the route
entry for DC1 Server subnet 172.16.111.200. end to end reachability from branch to
DC will not work if the subnets are not populated on OFC table. (VCO > Configure >
Overlay Flow Control OFC).
DC Server machine 172.16.111.200, OFC table should show 172.16.111.200 as a static
route. If the route is not there, add a static route on DC1 HUB1
How to add a route for 172.16.111.200?
From VCO > Configure > edges > DC1 Hub 1 > Devices > Add the route and Save

b.

Ping from LAX Client to DC subnet will work 172.16.111.200

c.

Internet browsing will work from LAX client with subnets 192.168.9.0/24

d.

Local route table view from LAX Branch
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Task 3: How to Enable/Disable Static Routes
Objective: Enabling/Disabling Static Routes.

If you have multiple static routes, you might want to keep those configurations but not advertise
them.
To do this, use the advertise flag in the static route settings. Also check for the OFC table updates
with advertise flag on/off.
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Task 4: Configure IP SLA for Static Routes
Objective: Understand and Configure IP SLA for Static Routes.
Lab Topology:
1.

LAX Branch Site is used.

Summary Steps:

1. Configure IP SLA for static route. 192.168.9.x
2. Add the SLA to the Static Route.
3. Verify that the alert gets generated by checking the Event logging

Detailed Steps:
1.

Configure IP SLA for static route.
Give a name to the probe
a.
b. Destination IP address 192.168.9.254 (subnet on the L3 switch)
c. Frequency 10 seconds, Threshold 2
(Frequency to send ping requests, and Threshold the value for number of missed pings
that will cause route to be marked unreachable.
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2.

Add the probe to the static route

3.

Probe added to the static route

4.
5.

Save the changes.
Check the event log for the updated changes.
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6.

Trigger the condition by shutting down the internet on Layer-3 switch. This should trigger
the alarm and user should be able to view from Events logging. This way user should be able to
take proper action in cases like this.
a.

Go to the browser connection page, Access LAX-Router

b. From LAX-Router cli, Ifconfig eth1 down. This interface is the link between the
Edge device and the Layer-3 switch
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7.

Check the Event log for the IP SLA Probe

8.

Check the route table dump, LAX Branch site shows that the subnet is NOT Reachable.
Tools and Troubleshoot > Remote diag > LAX > Route table view

9.

Now, Bring back up the Interface, from the LAX Layer-3 switch , Ifconfig eth1 UP

10. Check for the IPSLA reachability event from Event Log Monitor>Events
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11. Also check the routing table view for LAX branch site, Reachability Flag should be

TRUE



Learning from the Lab Task

•
•
•

Configuration and troubleshooting static route
IP SLA
Route table Reachability flag

Next move on to next lab task,

Routing with OSPF
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Lab 8 [Day-N Task]: Routing: Part-3:

Routing OSPF: Configure & Use of
Route Filter

Objective: Configure OSPF and understand the use of Route
Filters.
[Day-N Task]:
End user will start with basics on how to configure Dynamic routing protocol OSPF
and then move on to configuring authentication for route updates and route Filtering.
Advance topics like redistribute and filter SD-WAN overlay routes to neighboring non
SDWAN networking devices, redistributing routes learned from OSPF neighbor to
SDWAN overlay and finally use of filters to redistribute specific subnets. Take a close
look at filtering routes and will make you understand before and after view of routing
table (OFC)
In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
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1. Enable & Configure OSPF
2. Enable Authentication for OSPF
3. Redistribute Overlay to OSPF neighbors’ devices on LAN side.
4. Route Filter 1: Use of OSPF Filters from SD-WAN overlay routes to
OSPF neighboring devices
5. Route Filter 2: Use of OSPF Filters from OSPF neighboring devices to
SD-WAN overlay routes
6. Injecting New route subnet from L3 Switch
7. Identifying Route Type=SD-WAN route learned from an OSPF neighbor
L3 Router
8. Identifying another Edge device route
9. Routing Table and OSPF: How to identify and differentiate different
route type learned from neighbor OSPF routes.

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure
1. To Delete the Static Route from the LAX Branch Site.
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Task 1: Configure OSPF
Objective: Enable OSPF routing and establish OSPF neighbor relationship with downstream
routers/Layer-3 switches.
Lab Topology:
LAX Branch Site is used.

GE2 interface on VCE is connected to switch
GE3 is WAN Interface on VCE

Summary Steps:
1.

Enable OSPF at global level from Branch Profile "Branch OSPF Profile"

2.

Enable OSPF on the interface connected to Layer 3 Switch. Layer 3 Switch will form OSPF neighbor
relationship with Edge device.

3.

Verification from OFC (Overlay flow control table), Debug shell and Tools and Troubleshoot
(remote diagnostics)

Detailed Steps:
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1. From the Branch Internet Site Profile, enable OSPF for area 1. Save the changes for the profile.

Note: Optionally, to enable injection of BGP routes into OSPF, check the BGP checkbox. BGP routes can
be redistributed into OSPF
2. Make sure Static Route is disabled from LAX Branch edge device.
3. Go to LAX Branch Site → Configure-> Edge-> device, Enable OSPF on GE4 interface. Toggle
advance OSPF → make sure advertise is enabled for outbound and learn for inbound.
Before Enabling OSPF on the interface.

Enable OSPF on GE2 interface. GE2 interface on VCE connects to Layer 3 switch running ospf.

If you click on “toggle advance OSPF settings”, you will see that the default OSPF settings is to
enable “Inbound Route Learning” and disable “Route Advertisement”.
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NOTE It is configured this way to prevent inadvertent advertisement of routes to OSPF.

4. Save the settings.
5. Check the Monitor>Events for the OSPF events
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You will be able to view all the OSPF states

6. Check the OFC Table for the OSPF related routes.

7. End user will be able to leverage multiple tools to verify the OSPF related route information
a.

OFC table shows the OSPF related routes. Configure > OFC

b.

Events > Logs shows the states for OSPF. This greatly helps for the troubleshooting.

c.

List routes for LAX Branch Site
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Tools and Troubleshoot > Remote Diagnostics > LAX Branch Site

Step 4: Verification:
Ping from LAX client machine (192.168.9.0/24) to DC server (172.16.111.200).
Ping should work.

Task 2: Redistribute Overlay to OSPF neighbors’ devices on
LAN side
Objective: Understand the use of Overlay prefix checkbox. How to control the redistribution from
Overlay to Networking devices on LAN Side.
Summary:
1. Check the routing table on Layer 3 switch (NON SDWAN Device)
2. Enable Overlay prefix checkbox to allow redistribution
3. Check the routing table on Layer 3 switch at LAX Branch site. You will see all the overlay
prefixes.
Detailed Steps:
1.

Go to the connection page for LAX Router.
LAX router -- > Go to the quagga mode using “vtysh” --- > vtysh --- > show ip route.
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Note: To exit from the quagga mode, use exit.

No Overlay routes are getting populated on the Routing table. DC subnet 172.16.111.0/24 is
not listed on the Layer-2 switch (LAX Branch Site) At this point, LAX client subnet will not
be able to reach the DC side Subnet. (172.16.111.0/24). Why?
If you check the routing table for the Layer-3 switch on LAX branch site, the switch has not
learned the overlay (SDWAN) prefix’s yet. By default, when the OSPF is enable from the
profile, overlay prefix checkbox is disabled.
2.

Ping from LAX Client to DC Subnet fails
Ping 172.16.111.200 -- > Fails (this is expected)

3.

Go to the Branch Internet Site Profile and enable redistribution of Overlay routes to Layer3 switch
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4.

Check the routing table on LAX Router. LAX Router should now show the overlay prefixes
screenshot shows DC Site subnet
Go to the quagga mode of the LAX Switch/Router  From the Connection page -- > LAX -> LAX Router -- > vtysh --- > show ip route

5.

Ping should work

/
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Task 3: Route Filters 1: Filter Specific Overlay routes to OSPF
neighboring device
Scenario: What if customer only wants to advertise specific overlay route and ignore all the other
overlay routers? How to do it?
Summary:
1. From the edge device > Toggle advance > Route advertisements > Global Flag advertise
2. Specify the subnet to be ignored.
3. Verify from the OSPF neighboring device.
Topology:
1. For this test case, customer doesn’t want to advertise the subnet to the OSPF neighboring
device (Layer-3 switch)
2. Overlay subnet to be ignored is 172.16.111.0/24
Detailed Steps:
1.

VCO> Configure > LAX Branch Site > Device > GE4 > Edit

2.

Toggle advance > route advertisement > global flag as Advertise > specify the overlay subnet
end user wants to ignore. Select ignore 172.16.111.0/24 , Ignore > save

3.

Verification:
a.

From the LAX Switch, go to the quagga mode. To exit quagga mode, use exit.

b.

vtysh

c.

Give it 30 seconds and execute Show ip ospf database. Specific overlay prefix
172.16.111.0/24 will be ignored and is not in the routing table. Other overlay
prefix will show up.
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4.

House keeping task: Remove the filter for 172.16.111.0/24 from the GE4 Route
advertisement section.

Task 4: Route Filters 2: OSPF neighboring devices to SD-WAN
overlay routes
Scenario: What if customer only wants to advertise routes from neighboring device to SDWAN
over.
Summary:
1. From the edge device > Toggle advance > Use Inbound Filtering
2. Specify the subnet to be ignored. (192.168.90.0/24)
3. Verify from the OFC table
Topology:
1. For this test case, neighbor OSPF device is advertising 192.168.9.0/24 and 192.168.90.0/24
subnet to the overlay. For this scenario, end user wants to block the advertisement of
192.168.90.0/24 subnet.
Detailed Steps:
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1.

Before using filter, check the OFC table.
OFC table shows 2 subnets for OSPF. These are the subnets being learned from neighboring
device.
192.168.9.0/24
192.168.90.0/24

2.

VCO> Configure > LAX Branch Site > Devices > GE4 > Edit
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3.

Add an entry for 192.168.90.0/24 - > Ignore

4.

Save the changes and check for Monitor>events for the configuration applied message.

5.

Check the OFC Table.
OFC table should not have the entry for 192.168.90.0/24

6.

Housekeeping task: Remove the filter from the OSPF setting. OFC table will show the 90.x
subnet.
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Task 5: Injecting New Route Subnet from Layer-3 Switch
Scenario: Customer added a new subnet on the Layer-3 switch. How does the new subnet gets injected
to SDWAN routing table.
NOTE

This lab exercise is a good candidate for PoC test case.

Expected result: With the injection of new subnet, OFC table should automatically populate the new
subnet.
Topology:
1. For this test case, new subnet 192.168.91.0/24 is added to the layer-3 switch
Detailed Steps:
1. From the browser connection page, Access LAX router
a. Vtysh
b. Config mode
c. Change the Subnet ip address for an existing interface eth3

d. Add the new subnet as shown below.

2. From the OFC table, check that the new subnet is auto populated.
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3. Test case executed successfully.
4. Housekeeping task: Go back to LAX router and change the interface eth3 to 192.168.90.254

Task 6: OSPF Authentication
This lab task focus is understanding of OSPF authentication between VMware SDWAN and
neighboring router with OSPF.
Steps to perform the lab task for authentication.
Detailed Steps:
1.

Enable Authentication on Edge LAX-VCE. Use Password as velo123 , md5 , key 10
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2.

On the LAX router,
a.

Vtysh

b.

Add the following configuration in the config mode of LAX router. This needs to be
added at the interface level. In this case, eth1 on router connects to the Edge device,
ip ospf message-digest-key 10 md5 velo123
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3.

Verify the OSPF state from the VCO>Monitor > Events> Edge device (LAX should move to the
OSPF FULL STATE)

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure to delete the static route from the DC1 SW
and DC1 Hub1 edge device.
Delete the static route from DC1 Switch
1. From the browser connection page, go to DC1 SW

Delete all the static routes from the switch.
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2.



Delete the static route from DC1 Hub 1 site.

Learning from the Lab Task

•
•
•

Understand Routing with OSPF
Route redistribution
Tools available for troubleshooting

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure
1.

Delete the Static route DC switch
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2.

a.

From the connection page, access DC1 switch

b.

From the cli, type “vtysh”

c.

Configure term

d.

Type in “no ip route 192.168.0.0/28 172.16.2.1”

e.

Exit , exit

Delete the static route entry from DC1 Hub1 and DC1 Hub2 ( Configure> Devices> Static
Route) > save the changes
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Lab 9 [Day-N Task]: Routing: Part-4:

Routing BGP: Configure & Use of
Route Filter
Objective: Routing BGP & Best Practices

[Day-N Task]:
End user will learn on how to configure dynamic routing protocol BGP. End user also
learn on using BGP route maps, different type of filters.
Key take away from this lab exercise is the implementation of best practices for BGP
learned routes. This is very helpful in the field.
NOTE

This lab exercise is a good candidate for a PoC test case.

In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Configure and Enable BGP using Profile and Edge level BGP
2. Use of BGP Filters: Single and Multiple Route Map Entries
3. Best Practice 1: How to avoid site being a Transit Site
4. Best Practice 2: Advertising Tunnel Source
5. BGP/OSPF on a Single Edge Device

Task 1: Configure and Enable BGP at edge level
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For this lab task, end user will configure BGP on branch site from edge level configuration and for DC
sites, BGP will be configured from profile level. At customer site, if the BGP configuration is common
to multiple sites, best practice is to configure and enable BGP from Profile.
Lab Topology: As per the lab topology, Branch Sites SFO, SJC, Dallas sites needs to be configured
with BGP for the Private link and LAN side.
Let us start with Dallas Site.
Dallas Site BGP Configuration:

As per the Lab topology, BGP needs to be configured on GE4 MPLS interface.
GE4=10.0.5.2/24, ASN = 64153
MPLS core Router = 10.0.5.1/24, ASN= 100
Steps:
Before we start, let us check the configuration for BGP. Monitor > Network Services
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Configure > Edges > Dallas Branch Site > devices
BGP Settings > Enable Edge Override > change the Radio Button > ON
Configure the Local and Remote ASN

Save the changes and check the status from event logs and Network Services
Monitor > Logs
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Monitor log shows configuration applied.
Also check the status from Monitor > network services for BGP State

After the BGP state is established, check the OFC table for BGP routes learned, you will notice that the
Dallas site is owner for subnets learned over the overlay tunnel.

Also, a good place to check is Tools and Troubleshoot > remote diagnostics > Route table dump
As Dallas site has become the transit site for all the prefixes which are displayed under the
overlay flow control table (Configure > OFC), Best practice is to apply filters for Dallas site to be
NOT a transit Site. We will apply filters later in the lab.
SJC Site BGP Configuration:
Follow the Dallas site steps to configure BGP Configuration.
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As per the Lab topology, BGP needs to be configured on GE4 MPLS interface.
VCE (Edge device) = GE4=192.168.12.1/24, ASN = 64143
MPLS core Router = 192.168.12.2/24, ASN= 64141
Steps:
Before we start, let us check the configuration for BGP. Monitor > Network Services
There is no BGP state for SJC Site.

Configure > Edges > SJC Branch Site > devices
BGP Settings > Enable Edge Override > change the Radio Button > ON
Configure the Local and Remote ASN
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Save the changes and check the status from event logs and Network Services
Monitor > Events

Monitor events shows configuration applied and BGP Session established message
Also check the status from Monitor > network services for BGP State
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NOTE:
After the BGP state is established, check the OFC table for new entries. You will notice that the
Dallas and SJC site are the owner for subnets learned over the overlay tunnel. This makes Dallas
and SJC site the owner for all the prefixes learned through the overlay. This needs to be
controlled using the BGP filters which will be applied in the upcoming lab task.

Also, a good place to check is Tools and Troubleshoot > remote diagnostics > Route table dump
SFO Site BGP Configuration:
Similarly, Configure the SFO Site BGP configuration.
Topology:
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BGP needs to be configured between VCE and Switch. Switch side is pre-configured.
SFO VCE = GE4= 192.168.10.2/24, ASN = 64133
Remote ASN Number is 64132, Neighbor IP is 192.168.10.1
Steps:
Before we start, let us check the configuration for BGP. Monitor > Network Services
There is no BGP state for SFO Site.
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Configure > Edges > SFO Branch Site > devices
BGP Settings > Enable Edge Override > change the Radio Button > ON
Configure the Local and Remote ASN

Save the changes and check the status from event logs and Network Services
Monitor > Events
Monitor events shows configuration applied and BGP Session established message
Also check the status from Monitor > network services for BGP State
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NOTE: After the BGP state is established, check the OFC table for new entries. You will notice
that the Dallas, SJC and SFO site are the owner for subnets learned over the overlay tunnel. This
makes Dallas, SJC and SFO site the owner for all the prefixes learned through the overlay. This
needs to be controlled using the BGP filters which will be applied in the upcoming lab task.



Learning from the Lab Task

•
•

Understand how OFC Table is getting populated with BGP
configuration
BGP configuration for Private circuit

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure
1.

BGP State is established for Dallas, SJC and SFO Branch Site.
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2.

OFC Table shows SFO, Dallas, and SJC site as a TRANSIT Site. This needs to be
corrected later in the lab task by making these sites as NON-TRANSIT Site.

Move on to next lab task,

Configuring BGP at profile level.
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Task 2: Configure and Enable BGP at Profile level
Objective: BGP Configuration at Profile Level. Lab Task 1 focus was to configure individual sites with
BGP configuration. When the BGP configuration is similar, then the configuration can be done at
profile level and can be pushed down to multiple edge devices. In this case DC1 site edge devices (DC1
hub1 and hub2). Lab task will use the DC profile to configure BGP at profile level.
Not only BGP Configuration but also the filters can be applied at profile and/or at Edge level.
Topology:

DC1 Hub1 (VCE): 172.168.2.1 ASN= 65113
DC1 Hub2 (VCE): 172.168.2.2 ASN=65113
DC1 Switch=172.168.2.254 ASN=65112
BGP is pre-configured on the switch.
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Steps:
In the navigator pane on the left, click Configure > Profiles > DC site Profile

Expand the BGP Section, Enable BGP

Click on Edit
Configure IP address and ASN to enable BGP at Profile Level.

Wait for at least 30 seconds (BGP Timer) for the BGP state to get established. For some reason if the
BGP is not getting established for DC1 site, make sure static route on DC1 Sw is removed and static
route on DC1 hub1 and hub2 is also removed.
Next step is to check Monitor> Events for the BGP events on DC1 Hub1 and Hub2
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Also check the BGP state information from Monitor> Network services

Now that BGP is established for DC1 site, Hub1 and Hub2 are the owner for 172.16.x.y prefix as
shown below.
As a next lab task, we need to apply filters to remove Branch site as an owner for 172.16.x.y prefixes.
This can be done using BGP Filters.
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Task 3: Use of BGP Filters: Single & Multiple Route Map
Objective: Understand the concept of BGP filters and apply these filters as part of lab task.
When multiple filters are applied to the inbound and outbound BGP filter, they are concatenated, and
routes are matched in order like a router ACL; the matching stops and exits when a route matches a rule
in the list. These filters can be applied as a Single Route map or multiple route map entries.

Lab task will go through Option 1 and Option 2. Mix and match is allowed for option 1 and 2 to be used
in the field.
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Task 4: BGP Filters in Action
In this lab task, BGP filters will be applied at Edge and Profile level. With the BGP configuration, it is
recommended to apply at least 2 filters, Default route deny and Allow all routes.
Lab Topology: SFO, SJC and Dallas Branch Site will be used for this lab task. Note that the SFO Site
is Off-path design, SJC and Dallas are In Path design.
Summary Steps:
1. Configure Inbound filters at profile level
2. Configure Outbound filter list for branch sites at Edge level
Inbound Filters:
Filter 1: Deny tunnel Source Prefixes
Filter 2: Deny SD-WAN Routes advertised by SD-WAN Sites
Filter 3: Deny Default Routes
Filter 4: Allow All Traffic
Outbound Filters:
Filter 1: Tag the Tunnel Source Subnet : Tag 12345:999
Filter 2: Tag the SD-WAN Subnets advertised by SD-WAN Sites : Tag 12345:888
Outbound BGP Filter 1: Tag Tunnel Source

Inbound BGP Filter 1: Deny Tagged Tunnel Source
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Filter 2: Tag SD-WAN subnets advertised by SD-WAN Sites
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Filter 3: Inbound BGP Filter 3: Deny Default Routes

Note:
Networks under Edge BGP Configuration

Now, we are ready to apply these filters on all branch sites with MPLS (SFO, SJC, Dallas)

Branch Site Filter:
Detailed Steps:
1. Log in to VeloCloud Orchestrator if you are not already logged in.
2. Let us start configuring the common filters at Profile level. This way we don’t have to replicate the
filters for each branch sites.
3. Configure > Branch Hybrid Profile > Devices > BGP Settings > Edit > Filter List > Add
individual filter list or create a single list with multiple entries. For this lab, create multiple filter
list for understanding.
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You will have to configure dummy BGP configuration at the profile level. Dummy configuration
includes 116.116.116.116 and local / remote ASN numbers.
These filter lists are created at the profile level for Inbound filtering.
4. Click OK and save the changes for the profile
Now, Let us go to Edge level and create Outbound filter list entry and then apply these filters.
5. In the navigator pane on the left, click Configure > Edges.
6. In the Edge column of the VeloCloud Edges pane, click SFO Branch Site.
a. Click the Device tab.
b. BGP Settings > Edit
c. Start adding Inbound filters from the filter list. Remember this filter list was created
from the profile level.
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7.

Next step is to configure the Outbound list with 2 filters. These filters are used for tagging
Filter 1: Tag Tunnel Source for SFO Site.

Community > 12345:888 Permit
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Outbound list filter looks like below

Add these filters to Outbound list.

8.

For Branch site with Off-path, Use the network statement with tunnel source IP address.
a. From BGP configuration > Edit > network > add 192.168.10.0/24
Note: Use network statement to control on what to advertise into BGP.

9.

Also, Interface (tunnel source interface) should have Advertise box disabled.
From VCO, Configure > SFO Branch Site > Devices > Interface (GE4) > Edit > Uncheck
Advertise. This way IP address will not get advertised on Overlay.
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10. SFO Edge Site BGP filter configuration final look. Make sure to turn off advertise button from
interface ( MPLS interface)

11. Repeat the filters for SJC and Dallas Site. Remember for the Dallas site the Tunnel source IP
address is 10.0.5.0/24 and SJC is 192.168.12.0/24. Do not use the network statement for In path
branch sites (Dallas and SJC). Also disable the Advertise button from interface level.
For your reference, screenshot with filters are as follows
12. SJC Site BGP Filter configuration
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Save the changes for SJC Branch Site
13. Dallas Site BGP Filter Configuration

Make sure the Exact match check box is disabled for “Tag SD-WAN routes” under Outbound filter and
“Allow all routes” in Inbound filter.
Save the changes for Dallas Branch Site.
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14. Now, that the branch site filters are configured, let’s move on to the DC site and do the same.
Advertise button from tunnel source for MPLS interface should be unchecked. As the filters are
going to be common for both the Hub device (Hub1 and Hub2), end user will apply the
configuration at Profile level.
From DC1 Profile, Edit > devices

15. Check the event logs for GE4 interface (MPLS interface) coming up for SFO, SJC, Dallas and DC
Site.
16. Also check Monitor > Edges showing 2 links for SFO, SJC, Dallas, DC sites.

Task 5: Best Practice: Avoid Transit Site: Uplink Feature

Objective: Usage of Uplink Feature
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Only do this at the Branch edge device or any site that does not need to be transit.
Steps:
1.
2.

Dallas and SJC Site will be using the Uplink feature.
For instance, lets pick a subnet 172.16.2.0/24. SJC site shows the owner for 172.16.1.0/24
subnet. This subnet belongs to DC site. After enabling the Uplink on SJC site, SJC will no
longer have the Ownership for 172.16.1.0/24 subnet
Before enabling UPLINK for SJC Site

After enabling UPLINK for SJC Site
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3.

Let’s do the same for Dallas site. We don’t want Dallas site to be a transit site.

Task 6: Best Practice 3: Uplink Community

For this lab exercise, Layer-3 neighboring device is configured with proper route map to support Uplink
community.
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Steps:
1.
2.
3.

For SFO Branch Site and DC Branch site, Uplink community will be used.
From SFO Branch Site Configure > SFO > Devices > BGP Settings > Edit
Add the Uplink Community 12345:777.
Neighboring Router is pre-configured with the 12345:777 tag and the route map entry
Use the Uplink community for DC site also. This can be done from DC1 Profile. This is
configured as part of Lab task 4.

Task 7: Control Routing: How to reach MPLS site from Hybrid
Branch site
Objective: How to check the path to reach a subnet (192.168.16.0) on MPLS site only through a
Branch site with Hybrid connection.
Lab Resource: SFO, SJC and Dallas Sites are with MPLS configured. MPLS site subnet is
192.168.16.0/24
Expected result: For hybrid sites like SFO, SJC and Dallas site to reach MPLS site prefix like
192.168.16.0/24 would be to prefer MPLS underlay as 1st preference and 2nd preference would be to use
the overlay with DC site as transit site.
How to verify the behavior from Orchestrator?
Steps:
1.

MPLS site subnet is 192.168.16.0/24 subnet. OFC table should show 2 routes for this subnet,
Underlay and DC Site prefix as the Preferred VPN Exit.
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2.

From the Tools and Troubleshoot > Remote Diagnostics > SFO Site > Route Dump >
Underlay interface as the 1st option to reach the MPLS subnet and 2nd preferred way is DC as
Transit site.

This will be the same for SJC and Dallas site also.
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Task 8: Control Routing: How to reach MPLS site from
Internet Branch site
Objective: How to check the path to reach a subnet (192.168.16.0) on MPLS site only through a
Branch site with Internet WAN connection.
Lab Resource: Chicago and LAX Branch Sites are with Internet only connections. MPLS site subnet is
192.168.16.0/24
Expected result: For sites like Chicago and LAX Site with Internet only connection, these sites would
use DC site as the transit site to reach 192.168.16.0/24 subnet. This can be verified using route table
dump and OFC table.
Steps:
1.
2.

For Internet only site to reach MPLS site prefix, only path is through the DC site as the transit
site.
Tools and Troubleshoot > Remote Diagnostics > Chicago Site > Route table dump
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Task 9: BGP/OSPF on a Single Edge Device
Coming soon in next edition.
This feature will allow the single edge device to run BGP and OSPF. For instance, on WAN side is
BGP and LAN side is with OSPF.



Learning from the Lab Task

•
•
•

BGP routing, redistribution, BGP filters
BGP Best practices
Tools available for troubleshooting

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure
1.

Make sure Monitor> Edges shows 2 links for all the site except LAX. Check out the
below screenshot for reference.
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Lab 10 Business Policy and DMPO
[Day-N Task]: Business Policy Framework & Application Performance using
DMPO
DMPO (Dynamic Multi-Path Optimization) End user will start with the foundation on
how to use the business policy framework. Various WAN conditions will be tested out
by simulating blackout/brownout conditions. End user will also understand the
concept of Custom application fingerprinting.
NOTE
This lab exercise is a must for any enterprise size PoC and will help the end user
execute the PoC with ease.
In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Business Policy using Direct Traffic
2. Business Policy using Cloud GW
3. Business Policy using Internet Backhaul
4. Custom Application Fingerprinting
5. Showcase Transport Mandatory
6. Showcase Transport option Preferred
7. Demonstrate Brownout Condition
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In this lab, you perform the following tasks:
1. Create a Business Policy Rule for Underlay Traffic /Direct Traffic

Task 1: How to Configure and Identify Direct Internet Traffic
You create a new business rule by configuring traffic to go directly to the underlay network.
1. From the VCO Connection page, log in to the VeloCloud Orchestrator, if you are not already
logged in
2. In the navigation pane, click Configure > Profiles > Branch Internet Site Profile
3. Click the Business Policy tab.
4. In the Business Policy section of the Configure Segments pane, click New Rule.
5. Configure the Configure Rule window.
a. Enter Rule-1-yahoo in the Rule Name text box.
b. Match -- > Source Any, Destination Any.
c. In the Match section, next to Application, click Define.
d. From the Browse List, select yahoo
e. Action Direct
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6.

Click OK.

7.

Click Save Changes.

8.

In the Rule column of the Business Policy section, verify that you can see the Rule-1-yahoo
Rule business policy.

9.

Verification
a. From the debug shell, Use the debug.py –biz to check on the rule. Look out for the
counter increment when there are active flows hitting this rule.

b. Start the traffic to yahoo.com from Chicago Client machine. Open the browser from
Chicago Client machine
c. Check the debug shell for active flows

Number 28 shows the hits to the Rule-1-yahoo business policy
d. From the VCO > tools and troubleshoot> remote diagnostics > Chicago >check for List
active flows
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Task 2: How to Configure and Identify Cloud GW Traffic
You create a new business rule by configuring traffic to go directly to the Cloud GW Traffic
1. From the VCO Connection page, log in to the VeloCloud Orchestrator, if you are not already
logged in
2. In the navigation pane, click Configure > Profiles > Branch Internet Site Profile
3. Click the Business Policy tab.
4. In the Business Policy section of the Configure Segments pane, click New Rule.
5. Configure the Configure Rule window.
a. Enter Rule-3-AMZ in the Rule Name text box.
b. Match -- > Source Any, Destination Any In the Match section, next to Application, click
Define.
c. In the Application search box, enter amazon
d. From the Browse List, select amazon
e. Action Multi-Path
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6.

Click OK.

7.

Click Save Changes.

8.

In the Rule column of the Business Policy section, verify that you can see the Rule-3-News
Rule business policy.

9.

Verification
a. From the debug shell , Use the debug.py –biz to check on the rule. Look out for the
counter increment when there are active flows hitting this rule.

b. Start the traffic to amazon.com from Chicago Client machine. Open the browser
from Chicago Client machine
c. Check the debug shell for active flows
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Number 12 shows the hits to the Rule-3-news business policy
d. From the VCO > tools and troubleshoot> remote diagnostics > Chicago >check for List
active flows

Task 3: Application Finger Printing
You create a new business rule by configuring traffic to go the custom application.
Goal of this test case is to recognize the application. In this lab task, end user will initiate traffic
on port 5001. As per the Deep Application Recognition engine (DAR/DPI), traffic on this port is
categorized as IPERF traffic.
Steps:
1. For this lab task, use the DC1 server as the IPERF server and Chicago Client machine as the
client. Also, make sure end user is able to ping from Chicago Client machine to DC1 server.
From Chicago client cli, ping 172.16.111.200. Ping should work for this test case to get executed.
2. From the Connection page, click the DC1 server,

Go to the cli (Terminal Emulator) and start the IPERF
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Iperf -s -p 5001

3. Now, go back to the connection page from your browser to access Branch site client machine.
You could use any one of the client machine (Chicago or LAX). Only requirement is that the the
client machine should be able to reach 172.16.111.200 (DC1 server subnet)
From the Chicago Client machine start the client connection on tcp port 5001. This will start the
traffic on port 5001.

iperf -c 172.16.111.200 -p 5001 -t 5000 -i 1

4. From the Orchestrator, go to Remote diagnostics -- > Chicago Edge device -- > List Active flows
. The output of active flows should confirm that the traffic recognized on port 5001 is IPERF
traffic.
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Deep Application recognition engine on VMware SD-WAN Edge device is recognizing the
Traffic on TCP port 5001 as IPERF traffic.

Next lab task is the Custom application. (Task 4)

Task 4: Custom Application and Business Policy
You create a new business rule by configuring traffic to go the custom application.
Goal of this test case is that the enterprise is able to configure a custom application based on 4
tupels and that custom application is searchable from business policy.
Scenario: LAX Client machine is running the Custom Application at UDP port 5002.
5. For this test case, Let us enable B2B VPN using GW. This has to be done from Branch Internet
Site profile.
6. Make sure end user is able to ping from Chicago Client machine to LAX Client machine
Ping 192.168.9.200
7. From the VCO Connection page, log in to the VeloCloud Orchestrator, if you are not already
logged in
8. In the navigation pane, click Configure > Profiles > Branch Internet Site Profile
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9. Click the Business Policy tab.
10. In the Business Policy section of the Configure Segments pane, click New Rule.
11. Configure the Configure Rule window.
a. Enter MyCustomApp in the Rule Name text box.
b. In the Match section, Source Any, Destination Any
c. Application: MyCart-App (This application has been added by the Operator)
Note: Only operator is allowed to change the application Map
Goal for this lab task is achieved. Custom application which was created by the
enterprise administrator / operator is searchable through Business policy.
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12. Save changes to the profile
13. From the LAX Client machine Connection, terminal window , Start the IPERF Server session
iperf -s -u -p 5002 -t 5000

14. From the Chicago Client Machine, Start the iperf client.

15. Validation
a. From the debug shell
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b. From VCO Active Flows (VCO> Tools and Troubleshoot> Chicago > remote diag)

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure
1. Delete Rule-1, Rule-2, Rule-3 from the Branch Internet
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Site Profile
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Task 5: Create a Business Policy Using the Mandatory Option
and simulate Black out Condition
You hairpin user traffic to a specific link by using the business policy framework. The Chicago site
has dual WAN connections: Verizon and Spectrum. Verizon is the Mandatory link. You configure
this link for IPERF TCP traffic,
1. In the navigation pane, click Configure > Edges.
2. In the Edge column of the VeloCloud Edges pane, click Chicago Branch Site.
3. Click the Business Policy tab.
4. In the Business Policy section of the Configure Segments pane, click New Rule.
5. Configure the Configure Rule window.
a. Enter IPERF UDP-8080 in the Rule Name text box.
b. In the Match section, next to Destination, click Define.
c. From the Protocol drop-down menu, select UDP.
d. Enter 8080 in the Ports text box.
e. In the Action Section, next to Link Steering, click WAN Link.
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f. From the WAN Link drop-down menu, select Verizon.

6. Click OK.
7. Click Save Changes.
8. In the Rule column of the Business Policy section, verify that you can see the IPERF UDP8080 business policy.
9. In the navigation pane, click Monitor > Events.
10. In the Event column of the Events pane, verify that you can see a Configuration-applied event.
11. From the Browser, open the DC Client Connection
12. In the task bar, click the Terminal Emulator icon.
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13. In the Terminal Emulator window, enter iperf -s -p 8080 -u.

The IPERF bandwidth measuring tool starts on the DC1 Server machine.
14. Open the Chicago Client Machine connection from the Browser connection page
15. In the Terminal Emulator window, enter ping 172.16.111.200.
Make sure ping works from Chicago Client subnet to the DC Site

Subnet. You receive a response from the Data Center 1 client
machine.
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16. In the Terminal Emulator window, hold CTRL and press c.
The ping command stops executing.
17. In the Terminal Emulator window, enter iperf -c 172.16.111.200 -p 8080 -u -t
5000.

The command executes and you are connected to the Data Center 1 client server. Leave the
connection running.

Simulate a Connection Drop and Verify the Results
You simulate a connection blackout and verify that the IPERF traffic does not switch to the Time
Warner link.
18. In the Student desktop browser, open the VCO connection
19. In the navigator pane, click Monitor > Edges.
20. In the Edge column of the VeloCloud Edges pane, click Chicago Branch Site.
21. Click the Transport tab.
22. Click Start Live Monitoring.
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23. Select the Show TCP/UDP Details check box.

24. From the Bytes Received/Sent drop-down menu, select Average Throughput.
IPERF traffic from the Mandatory link, which is the Verizon link, is displayed.
25. At the top of the screen in the Google browser, click New Tab.
A new tab opens.
26. From the bookmarks toolbar, select Scenario.

The scenario web page opens.
27. From the Current scenario drop-down menu, select Verizon link outage.
28. Click Activate.
29. Verify that the status of the current scenario is shown as vz_outage.
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30. In the Transport window, verify that the Verizon link is shown with a red status icon.
Note: In your lab pod, Time warner might show as Spectrum. This is expected and move on with
the lab task

31. Verify that no traffic steering is occurring by noting that the large volume of upstream traffic on
the Verizon link has stopped.
32. In Chrome, click the Scenario tab.
33. From the Current scenario drop-down menu, select Clean Network.
34. Click Activate.
35. Verify that the status of the current scenario is shown as clean.
36. click the VeloCloud Orchestrator tab.
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37. Verify that the Verizon link is active again and that traffic has resumed.

Task 6: Create a Business Policy with the Preferred Option
You configure the business policy using the preferred option and then validate the expected
behavior. The Verizon link is selected as the preferred WAN link for the IPERF UDP
traffic.
1. In the navigation pane, click Configure > Edges.
2. In the Edge column of the VeloCloud Edges pane, click Chicago Branch Site.
3. Click the Business Policy tab.
4. In the Rule column of the Business Policy section, click IPERF UDP-8080.
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5. In the Action Section of the Configure Rule window, under the WAN Link drop-down menu,
click Preferred.

6. Click OK.
7. Click Save Changes.
8. In the Business Policy window, verify that the Link status for the Verizon connection displays
Preferred.
9. In the navigation pane, click Monitor > Events.
10. In the Event column of the Events pane, verify that you can see a Configuration-applied event.
11. From the Browser, open the DC client Connection.
12. In the Terminal Emulator window, verify that the iperf connection is still active. If the
connection is not active, enter iperf -s -p 8080 -u.
13. Now open the Chicago Client Connection page.
14. In the Terminal Emulator window, verify that the iperf connection is still active. If the
connection is not active, enter iperf -c 172.16.111.200 -p 8080 -u -t 5000.
15. From the VCO Connection page.
16. In the navigator pane, click Monitor > Edges.
17. In the Edge column of the VeloCloud Edges pane, click Chicago Branch Site.
18. Click the Transport tab.
19. Click Start Live Monitoring.
20. Select the Show TCP/UDP Details check box.
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21. In Chrome, click the Scenario tab.
22. From the Current scenario drop-down menu, select Verizon Link Outage.
23. Click Activate.
24. Verify that the status of the current scenario is shown as vz_outage.
25. In Chrome, click the VeloCloud Orchestrator tab.
26. In the Transport section, verify that the Verizon connection has suffered an outage but traffic
continues because that traffic is now being steered across the Time Warner link.

27. In Chrome, click the Scenario tab.
28. From the Current scenario drop-down menu, select Clean Network.
29. Click Activate.
30. Verify that the status of the current scenario is shown as clean.
31. In Chrome, click the VeloCloud Orchestrator tab.
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32. Verify that Verizon link is active and that traffic has resumed.

33. In the Terminal Emulator window, hold CTRL and press c.
The iperf command stops executing.

Task 7: Create a Business Policy for Brownout Protection
You configure dynamic multipath optimization in case of a brownout. You introduce 2 percent
packet loss on a single Internet link for real-time UDP traffic between a branch Site and the DC
subnet.
1. In the navigation pane, click Configure > Edges.
2. In the Edge column of the VeloCloud Edges pane, click LAX Branch Site.
3. Click the Business Policy tab.
4. In the Business Policy section, click New Rule.
5. Configure the Configure Rule window.
a. Enter iperf-udp-8080-single-link TEST in the Rule Name text box.
b. In the Match section, next to Destination, click Define.
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c. From the Protocol drop-down menu, select UDP.
d. Enter 8080 in the Ports text box.
e. In the Action section, next to Priority, click High.
f. In the Action section, next to Service Class, click Real Time.

6. Click OK.
7. Click Save Changes.
8. In the Rule column of the Business Policy section, verify that you can see the iperf-udp-8080single-link business policy.
9. In the navigation pane, click Monitor > Events.
10. In the Event column of the Events pane, verify that you can see a Configuration-applied event.
11. From the Browser , open the DC Connection page
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12. In the Terminal Emulator window, verify that the iperf connection is still active. If the
connection is not active, enter iperf -s -p 8080 -u.
13. From the browser connection page, open the LAX Client connection
14. In the taskbar, click the Terminal Emulator icon.
15. In the Terminal Emulator window, enter iperf -c 172.16.111.200 -p 8080 -u -t
5000 -i 1

The command executes and you are connected to the Data Center 1 client server.
Leave the connection running.
16. From the VCO Connection page, In the navigator pane, click Monitor > Edges.
17. In the Edge column of the VeloCloud Edges pane, click LAX Branch Site.
18. Click the Transport tab.
19. Click Start Live Monitoring.
20. Select the Show TCP/UDP Details check box.
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21. Verify that you can see live traffic over the T-Mobile USA Internet link.
22. In Chrome, click the Scenario tab.
23. From the Current scenario drop-down menu, select 2% Packet Loss on T-Mobile Link.
24. Click Activate.
25. Verify that the status of the current scenario is shown as tmo_loss.
26. From the VeloCloud Orchestrator tab.
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27. Verify that after packet loss has been introduced, on demand remediation works and there is no
drop in throughput.

Task 8: QoS Test Case
Objective: High priority traffic will always take precedence during congestion
Lab Resource: Chicago and DC1 site are used for testing.
Scenario: End user will start 2 type of traffic,
1. Traffic-1 is Real time high priority traffic and
2. Traffic-2 is TCP low priority traffic.
3. When there is only traffic-2 TCP Low priority traffic is seen, it will take all the available bandwidth.
4. Traffic 1 :: Low priority traffic :: Web traffic :: TCP Traffic :: Chicago Branch site client machine is
the HTTP server with 500 MB file :: File name :: file500m :: End user will initiate a download from DC
site client machine
5. Traffic 2 :: High priority traffic :: Real time :: UDP traffic :: is introduced using iperf tool from
Chicago client machine to DC server machine. This is a UDP Traffic.
Expected result: Now, end user introduces the High priority traffic. With high priority traffic, real time
traffic takes precedence and end user will notice low priority traffic total throughput decreases to
accommodate High priority traffic.
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Steps:
1. Before the end user executes this test case,
Make sure that the Chicago Branch site WAN Links are 5MB/s Upload/Download. This is shown
in below screenshot.

If you don’t see 5MB/s, you can also setup the WAN link bandwidth from Configure > edges >
Chicago Branch site > device > Wan Links > select each of WAN links and limit the BW.
Now, we are all set to test out QoS.
2. Before starting the download, find out the IP address for the Chicago Client machine. This can be
done by ifconfig on Chicago Client machine.
a. From the connection page, access the Chicago Branch site, expand the Chicago Branch site >
Chicago Client > From the Connection page (aka Landing page), start the download for
500MB file. Chicago branch site client machine (192.168.6.x/24) is running web server.

b. Click on the Chicago Client machine. We need to find the IP address of the Chicago client
machine. Chicago Client machine is running the web server. This web server is used to
generate Traffic-1 (TCP traffic)
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This means web server is running on 192.168.6.244. Next step would be to download the
“file500m” from DC client machine.
3. From the DC Site
a. Access the DC Client machine from the connection page

b. Open the browser from DC1-Client, type in the web server IP address (in this case IP address
for Chicago Client machine)
c. In the web browser, type in http://192.168.6.244 and press return
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d. Click on Download > save file > this will start the download of 420MB file

4. As this is a TCP traffic with file download, traffic (Traffic-1 :: TCP :: File Download) will use all
the available links to download the file. (Link Aggregation)
a. Expected behavior with (Traffic-1) TCP only traffic is that the file download will utilize all
the available links to do faster download.
Keep the VCO connection page open to check on Monitor > edges > Chicago > Transport tab
for live traffic > start live monitoring > enable the checkbox Show TCP/UDP details

b. TCP traffic with file download will utilize both the links.
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c. File download shows approx. 5 mins to download

5. Now, start Traffic-2, Real Time (High priority traffic). End user will use iperf to generate traffic-2
start the iperf server on DC1 Client

Start the client for Iperf from Chicago Client machine
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6. With both the traffic, observe the Traffic-1 (TCP) and Traffic-2 (UDP). Keep toggling the
checkbox in transport tab for TCP and UDP.
UDP is represented with Blue color legend. TCP with Red color.

7. Traffic BW usage for TCP (red color) will drop down. Also, the file download page from DC1
client will show that the time to complete the download is ~19 minutes. Earlier, the time to
download was around 5 minutes when there was no real time traffic.
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8. Stop the UDP Traffic (Iperf) and you will notice that all the available BW is given back to TCP
traffic for download.
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Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure all the links on Chicago Branch site are UP
and running. Use the CLEAN Scenario from the browser tab.

Next move on to next lab task

Lab 11 Security Service Chaining
Objective: Create and configure a user-defined VMware SD- WAN
overlay for private links
[Day-N Task]: Security Service Chaining
VeloCloud SD-WAN Service Insertion feature is tested out in this lab exercise.
End user will learn on how to configure and validate various security service insertion
points at DC Hub Site, VeloCloud Gateway (VCG) and Branch Site. Lab exercise
includes use of integrated firewall, use of CASB provider (Cloud access security
broker). End user will also use the new feature Direct breakout from branch introduced
in Release 3.2.1.
End user will also validate some of the scenario’s by sending traffic and configuring
business policy.
NOTE
This lab exercise is a must for any enterprise size PoC and will help the end user
execute the PoC with ease.
In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Cloud Security using CASB (ZScaler)
2. Local Branch Breakout: Direct IPSec to CASB
3. Integrated Firewall

Task 1: Cloud Security using CASB
You configure a third-party VPN service and attach it to a branch profile. You then verify the thirdparty site status by verifying that the Internet traffic is being redirected to cloud-based security and
blocking access to certain sites.
1. Log in to VeloCloud Orchestrator if you are not already logged in.

2. In the task bar of the Chicago Client, click the Web Browser icon.
The Firefox browser opens.
3. In the address bar of the Firefox browser, enter cnn.com
The web page opens on cnn.com confirming that you have access to the Internet and cnn.com.
4. In the address bar of the Firefox browser, enter espn.com
The web page opens on espn.com confirming that you have access to the Internet and espn.com.
5. In the address bar of the Firefox browser, enter ip.zscaler.com. This shows that the
current setup is without zscaler cloud security

6. From the browser back button, access the VCO connection page. Next is to configure the NVS (
Non VeloCloud Site)

7. In the task bar of the student desktop, maximize VeloCloud Orchestrator.
8. In the navigator pane on the left, click Configure > Network Services.
9. In the Non-VeloCloud Sites section, click New.

10. Configure the New Non-VeloCloud Site window.
a. Enter West-Zscaler in the Name text box.
b. From the Type drop-down menu, select Zscaler.
c. Enter 199.168.148.132 in the Primary VPN Gateway text box.
d. Click Next.
The creation process can take up to 20 seconds, after which the West-Zscaler window appears.
11. Configure the West-Zscaler window.
a. Select the Enable Tunnel(s) check box.
b. In the Authentication section, ensure that User FQDN is selected from the drop-down
menu.
c. In the Authentication section, enter demo@velocloud.net in the user credentials text
box.
d. Click Advanced.
e. In the Primary VPN Gateway section, enter demo@velocloud.net in the PSK text box.

Lab 4 Using Third-Party VPN Gateways to Configure Service Insertion
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You see the complete configuration.

12. In the West-Zscaler window, click Save Changes.
The Changes saved successfully message appears.
13. Click Close.
14. In the navigator pane on the left, click Configure > Profiles.
15. In the Configuration Profiles pane, click Branch Internet Site Profile
16. Click the Device tab.
17. In the Cloud VPN pane, under Branch to Non-VeloCloud Site, select the Enable check box.
18. From the Non-VeloCloud Site drop-down menu, select West-Zscaler.

19. Click Save Changes.
Lab 4 Using Third-Party VPN Gateways to Configure Service Insertion
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20. In the Confirm Changes window, click Confirm.
21. In the navigator pane on the left, click Monitor > Events.
Verify that you can see Configuration applied and VPN Tunnel state change events.
22. In the navigator pane on the left, click Monitor > Network Services.
23. In the Non-VeloCloud Sites window, verify that West-Zscaler has a green status icon.

Task 2: CASB: Create and Apply Business Policy Rules
You create a business policy rule for Internet traffic. You then verify the third-party site status by
verifying that the Internet traffic is being redirected to a cloud-based security service that blocks
access to certain Internet sites.
1. In the navigator pane on the left, click Configure > Profiles.
2. In the Configuration Profiles pane, click Branch Internet Site Profile
3. Click the Business Policy tab.
4. In the Business Policy pane, click New Rule.
The Configure Rule dialog opens.
5. Enter Internet Rule 80 in the Rule Name text box.
6. In the Match section next to Destination, click Define.
The Destination details pane opens.
7. Configure the Destination details pane.
a. Click Internet.
b. From the Protocol drop-down menu, select TCP.
c. Enter 80 in the Ports text box.
8. In the Action section next to Network Service, click Internet Backhaul.
The Internet Backhaul selection pane opens.
9. From the Non-VeloCloud Site drop-down menu in the Internet Backhaul selection pane, select

West-Zscaler

You might need to scroll down to see this section.
10. Click OK.
11. In the Business Policy pane, click New Rule.
The Configure Rule dialog opens.
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12. Enter Internet Rule 443 in the Rule Name text box.
13. In the Match section next to Destination, click Define.
The Destination details pane opens.
14. Configure the Destination details pane.
a. Click Internet.
b. From the Protocol drop-down menu, select TCP.
c. Enter 443 in the Ports text box.
15. In the Action section next to Network Service, click Internet Backhaul.
The Internet Backhaul selection pane opens.
16. From the Non-VeloCloud Site drop-down menu in the Internet Backhaul selection pane, select

West-Zscaler

You might need to scroll down to see this section.
17. Click OK.
18. Click Save Changes.
19. Verification Step:
a. From the Chicago Client connection: open the browser
b. Type in ip.zscaler.com .
This will confirm Zscaler security being used.

c. In the address bar of the Firefox browser, enter cnn.com.
The web page opens on cnn.com confirming that you have access to the Internet and cnn.com.
20. In the address bar of the Firefox browser, enter espn.com
The web page displays the message Sorry, you don’t have permission to visit
this site. Access to espn.com has been blocked as per a policy already
configured in Zscaler.

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure to remove the
1.

Business policy rules created for Zscaler.

2.

Remove the NVS from the Cloud VPN ( Profile=Branch Internet Profile)

Task 3: How to Configure and Identify Internet Backhaul
Traffic
You create a new business rule by configuring traffic to go CASB provider
1. From the VCO Connection page, log in to the VeloCloud Orchestrator, if you are not already
logged in
2. In the navigation pane, click Configure > Profiles > Branch Internet Site Profile
3. Click the Business Policy tab.
4. In the Business Policy section of the Configure Segments pane, click New Rule.
5. Configure the Configure Rule window.
a. Enter Rule-2-INTBACK in the Rule Name text box.
b. In the Match section, Source Any, Destination Internet
c. Action -- > Network Services -- > Internet Backhaul
d. Select the NVS (Non VeloCloud Site)

6.

Click OK.

7.

Click Save Changes.

8.

In the Rule column of the Business Policy section, verify that you can see the Rule-2Internetback Rule business policy.

9.

Verification
a. From the debug shell , Use the debug.py –biz to check on the rule. Look out for the
counter increment when there are active flows hitting this rule.

b. Start the traffic from Chicago Client machine. Open the browser from Chicago
Client machine and browse site like www.amazon.com
c. Check the debug shell for active flows

Number 185 shows the hits to the Rule-1-yahoo business policy
d. From the VCO > tools and troubleshoot> remote diagnostics > Chicago >check for List
active flows

Task 4: Direct IPSec Breakout
Summary Steps:
1.

Enable Cloud security from Profile

2.

Configure the cloud security (in this case ZScaler)

3.

From the edge, enter the credentials for direct IPSec

4.

Verification step

Detailed Steps:
1.

Before enabling Direct IPSec, check the Chicago Client machine > browse the site
ip.zscaler.com
a.

2.

This should show that there is no Zscaler security enabled

VCO> Configure> Branch Internet Site Profile

3.

New > Configure Zscaler GW

4.

Save Changes to the profile.

5.

Remember for Zscaler Direct IPSec there is no need to create Business policy rules.

6.

Last step is to add the credentials from the Edge device. In this case from Chicago Branch Site
a.

7.

Add the user and password as demo@velocloud.net

Verification Step:
a.

From the Chicago Client machine, open the browser and type in ip.zscaler.com

b.

Monitor>edges>List view will also show the status for cloud security

c.

Monitor>Events shows the tunnel status

Task 5: Integrated Firewall with sub application
Use of Integrated Application aware firewall. For this, end user will allow google traffic but block the
google maps sub application traffic. We will configure this rule from the Branch Internet profile.
Steps:
1.

From the Chicago Client machine, open the browser and browse google.com and
maps.google.com. This should be allowed.

2.

From the VCO Connection page > Configure > Edges > Chicago Branch > Firewall > create a
rule Rule-GM-Deny

3.

Wait for the configuration applied message Monitor>events

From the Chicago client machine > open browser > type in maps.google.com
This should not be allowed.
Google.com should be allowed.

Lab 12 Branch High Availability (HA)
Objective: Configure Edge High Availability
[Day-N Task]: Branch HA
The VeloCloud Edge (VCE) is the VeloCloud SD-WAN data plane component that is deployed at an
end user’s branch location. VMware Edge Devices VCEs configured in High Availability (HA) mode
are mirror images of each other and they show up on the VeloCloud Orchestrator (VCO) as a single
VCE.
Before executing the lab task, let’s go over some learning for HA. We will discuss about
(A) HA options (standard and Enhanced HA)
(B) HA consideration
(c) Pre-requisite
(D) Enhanced HA, as the focus for the lab is Enhanced HA

(E) Diagram showcasing Enhanced HA
(F) Lab topology discussion for HA and this will lead to lab task execution for Enhanced HA
Here is the workflow for Edge HA mentioned in this lab guide, Type of HA, what are the con
There are two options when configuring in HA mode:
1.

HA Option 1 Standard HA

2.

HA Option 2 Enhanced HA
This lab focuses on HA Option 2 (Enhanced)

HA Considerations
Considerations for both HA options:
•

Edges automatically select either Option 1 or Option 2. Edges will select Option 1 if both
Edges are connected to the same WAN links.
Edges will select Option 2 if the Edges detect that they are connected to different WAN links.
Note: With our lab topology, LAX branch site will be configured for HA. LAX branch site
before configuring HA has a single internet Link (ISP=T-Mobile). A new standby device
will be added. The new standby device has its own WAN link (ISP=Sonic). This means both
the devices (VCE’s) have their own WAN Link.

•

There are no UI changes on the VCO for these two options.

•

Both options are supported on all VMware Edge platforms: 510, 520, 520v, 540, 840, 2000,
and Virtual Edge. For the lab, we are going to configure HA on Virtual edge.

Pre-requisite for HA Configuration: HA requirements that must be met before configuring a VCE as
a Standby.
•

The two VCEs must be the same model.

•
•

Only one VCE should be provisioned on the VeloCloud Orchestrator (VCO).
The Standby VCE must not have an existing configuration on it.

Enhanced HA:
For Standard HA, the two VCEs must have mirrored physical WAN and LAN connections.

The Enhanced HA eliminates the need for L2 Switches on WAN side of the Edges. This option is
chosen when the Active Edge detects different WAN link(s) connected to the Standby Edge when
compared to the link(s) connected to itself.
The following figure shows a conceptual overview of the enhanced HA.

The Edges, one Active and one Standby, are connected by L1 ports to establish a failover link. The Standby
VeloCloud Edge blocks all ports except the L1 port for the failover link. As shown in the figure, the Active Edge
establishes overlay tunnels on both WAN links (connected to itself and the Standby Edge).
Note: The two VCEs should not have mirrored physical WAN connections. As shown in the figure, if VCE1 has
GE2 as the WAN link, VCE2 cannot have GE2 as its WAN link.
In order to leverage the WAN link connected to the Standby Edge, the Active Edge establishes the overlay tunnel
through the HA link. Traffic from the LAN is forwarded to the Active Edge.
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For

this
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Branch

site

LAX

is

used

to

showcase

Edge

HA.

HA Topology:

End goal is to configure HA from VCO and watch out for Events related to HA. Network infrastructure
requirement has already been met for this lab task. A virtual edge device is configured with WAN, LAN and
HA-interface.

Both edge devices are having single internet connection.
Before HA was configured, Edge device only has a single WAN connection with 2 VCG’s and 1 Hub Site.
Total of 3 SD-WAN overlay tunnel.
Tunnel 1 = SD-WAN overlay from LAX-VCE over T-Mobile WAN Link (GE3) to VCG1
Tunnel 2 = SD-WAN overlay from LAX-VCE over T-Mobile WAN Link (GE3) to VCG2
Tunnel 3 = SD-WAN overlay from LAX-VCE over T-Mobile WAN Link (GE3) to Hub site
After HA is configured, Both the edge devices are in Active-Active mode and will show 2 links. This means
total of 6 SD-WAN overlay tunnels.
Tunnel 1 = SD-WAN overlay from LAX-VCE over T-Mobile WAN link (GE3) to VCG1
Tunnel 2 = SD-WAN overlay from LAX-VCE over T-Mobile WAN link (GE3) to VCG2
Tunnel 3 = SD-WAN overlay from LAX-VCE over T-Mobile WAN link (GE3) to Hub site
Tunnel 4 = SD-WAN overlay from LAX-VCE2 over Sonic WAN link (GE4) to VCG1
Tunnel 5 = SD-WAN overlay from LAX-VCE2 over Sonic WAN link (GE4) to VCG2
Tunnel 6 = SD-WAN overlay from LAX-VCE2 over Sonic WAN link (GE4) to Hub site

Use VCO List path Remote diagnostics tool for before and After HA configuration understanding.

Lab Resources:
1.

Branch LAX Site for HA configuration

2.

Edge device list

3.

a.

LAX-VCE (device 1): Activated as part of previous lab task.

b.

LAX-VCE2 (device 2): Un Activated device used as a standby Edge device in HA
configuration.

WAN Connection information:
a.

LAX-VCE Edge device 1 with a single WAN connection (T-Mobile = GE3=172.x).

b.

LAX-VCE2 Edge device 2 with a single WAN Connection (Sonic=GE4=135.180.71.x)

4.

LAN connection information: LAN side is configured on the GE2 interface to Layer-3 switch running
OSPF. Connection between VCE and switch is using subnet 192.168.8.x. Default gateway on the switch
for 192.168.8.x subnet is 192.168.8.2

5.

Client information on LAX site: LAX-Client machine running linux is behind the switch on 192.168.9.x
subnet. IP address for the client machine is 192.168.9.200/24
Pre-requisite for HA to function:

1.

For enhanced HA to function, WAN connection numbering needs to be properly configured as described
below.
LAX-VCE and LAX-VCE1 should terminate WAN connection on different interface numbering.
In our case, LAX-VCE WAN connection T-Mobile is terminating on GE3 and LAX-VCE2 WAN
connection Sonic connection is terminating on GE4.

Shutdown the GE4 interface on LAX-VCE edge device and GE3 interface on LAX-VCE2.
2.

LAN interface is GE2

3.

HA interface is GE1 which gets configured by default with 169.x IP address.

Summary Steps:
1.

Configure network infrastructure to support Standby edge device (LAN, WAN and HA
interface on Standby device)
2. Enable HA
3. Wait for Edge device to assume Active
4. Check for device status (Primary and Standby) on VCO.

Detailed Steps:
1. Configure Network infrastructure to support HA is pre-populated for this lab task.
a.
b.

2.

HA Interface GE1 reserved for HA.
LAN=GE2 as LAN interface is physically connected to the switch. NO IP address is
configured.
c. WAN=GE4 interface on Standby Edge device is preconfigured with WAN IP address.
d. GE4 on LAX-VCE and GE3 on LAX-VCE2(standby device) is shutdown. This can be
checked by logging on to the edge device CLI and executing ifconfig <interface-number>
For this lab infrastructure to support Ha, execute the “Scenario” “Start the HA Lab”

This scenario script executes shutting down WAN interfaces as mentioned in the pre-requisite (eth3 on
LAX-VCE and eth2 on LAX-VCE2)
Execute the scenario from VCO page

3. Enable HA
a.

Before you enable HA, check out the List path on LAX-VCE from the orchestrator,
Test and Troubleshoot > LAX-VCE > List Path to VCG and/or Hub will show path from
GE3 (T-Mobile WAN Link) only.

Cli view for before Edge HA is enabled,
/opt/vc/bin # ./debug.py –link
Name
Interface VLAN prio8021P Mode Type MTU Backup LocalIpAddr PublicIpAddr
State bandwidthKbpsTx bandwidthKbpsRx BytesTx BytesRx

T-Mobile USA
ACTIVE STABLE

LogicalId

InternalLogicalId LinkMode State VPN

GE3 NONE

STABLE

NONE PUBLIC WIRED 1500 FALSE 172.56.1.35 172.56.1.35 00:ba:be:6b:f0:f0:0000 00000003-6f8e-4eed-9bf1-c5f952210335
19991
200287 104340 93446

After HA is enabled, there will be multiple overlay tunnels, including T-Mobile and Sonic
WAN link.
b.

Enable HA from Orchestrator
Configure > Devices > LAX Branch Site

c.

GE1 interface will automatically get selected for HA interface. This interface is used for HA
keepalives.

d.

Save the changes and watch out for Edge events.

e. Check for Monitor >edges

f.

When the end user notices the event “Standby state is ready”, HA is
configured successfully.

g. In enhanced HA, both the edge devices are in Active-Active mode.

h. Check the Monitor > Edges

i.

If the end user doesn’t see both the T-Mobile and SonicWAN Link up and
running, make sure to execute the “scenario” -- > HA Test case. This runs a
script in the background to shutdown the Unused WAN interfaces.
Running of scenario script is mentioned in “Detailed steps  step 2”
Alternatively,
access LAX-VCE and issue ifconfig eth3 down
access LAX-VCE2 and issue ifconfig eth2 down

j.

list path from VCO for additional path. There will be overlay path’s from both
the edge devices WAN links.

Note: To test the failover, use the Edge cli in this lab environment. From the LAXVCE cli, use the debug.py –HA_switch to do the switchover and check for VCO
events.

Lab 13 Configuring Segmentation
Objective: Create and configure a user-defined NSX SD- WAN overlay
for private links
This lab focus is all about Segmentation feature implemented with Release 3.x.
Enterprise can create different segments and each segment will have its own business
policy, firewall rule and even different VPN topology. VeloCloud SD-WAN
Segmentation feature is tested out in this lab exercise. End user will simulate a retail
customer scenario.
In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Create and Configure different Segments
2. Segmentation use case

Task 1: Configure Segments
You use the segmentation features of VMware SD-WAN to configure two segments and then add
them to a branch site profile. Each segment can have its own topology, business policy, and firewall
rules.
1. Log into the VeloCloud Orchestrator client if you are not already logged in.
2. In the navigator pane on the left, click Configure > Segments.

3. In the Segments window, click the Add button.
A new segment entry line appears.

4. In the Segment Name text box, enter CDE Segment.
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5. In the Description text box, enter Chicago CDE.
6. In the Segments pane, click the Add button for the Chicago CDE segment.
A new segment entry line appears below the Chicago CDE segment.
7. In the Segment Name text box, enter Guest Segment.
8. In the Description text box, enter Chicago Guest.
You see the complete configuration.

9. Click Save Changes.
10. In the navigator pane on the left, click Configure > Profiles.
11. In the Configuration Profiles pane, click Branch Internet Site Profile.
12. Click the Device tab.
13. In the Configure Segments section, click the Change button beside Select Profile Segments.

14. In the Select Segments window, click CDE Segment.
15. Click the right arrow button.
The CDE Segment moves from the All Segments list to the Within This Profile list.
16. In the Select Segments window, click Guest Segment.

17. Click the right arrow button.
The Guest Segment moves from the All Segments list to the Within This Profile list.

18. Click OK.
19. In the Configure VLAN pane, click Add VLAN.
You need to scroll down to see this option.
20. Configure the VLAN window settings.
a. From the Segment drop-down menu, select CDE Segment.
b. Enter 20 in the VLAN id text box.
c. Select the Assign Overlapping Subnets check box.
d. Enter 192.168.20.10 in the Edge LAN IP Address text box.
e. Enter 24 in the Cidr Prefix text box.

21. In the DHCP section, enter 10 in the Num.Addresses text box.

22. Click Add VLAN.
The CDE Segment VLAN appears in the Configure VLAN list.
23. In the Configure VLAN pane, click Add VLAN.
You might need to scroll down to see this option.
24. Configure the VLAN window settings.
a. From the Segment drop-down menu, select Guest Segment.
b. Enter 30 in the VLAN id text box.
c. Select the Assign Overlapping Subnets check box.
d. Enter 192.168.30.10 in the Edge LAN IP Address text box.
e. Enter 24 in the Cidr Prefix text box.

25. In the DHCP section, enter 10 in the Num.Addresses text box.

26. Click Add VLAN.
The CDE Segment VLAN appears in the Configure VLAN list.
27. Click Save Changes.
You might need to scroll up to see this button.
28. In the Confirm Changes window, click Confirm.

Task 2: Configure Segment Firewall Rules
You configure a firewall rule for the CDE Segment. The CDE Segment will not be permitted to
browse Facebook.com because it will be used for secure card payment traffic. The Guest Segment
will be able to browse Facebook.com for guest user access.
1. Click the Firewall tab.
2. From the Configure Segment drop-down menu, select CDE Segment [Regular].
3. In the Outbound Firewall Rules section, click New Rule.
4. Configure the Configure Rule window.
a. Enter Deny Facebook in the Rule Name text box.
b. In the Match section next to Application, click Define.
c. In the Rule Name search box, enter Facebook.
d. From the Rule Name list, select Facebook.
e. In the Action section next to Firewall, click Deny.

5. Click OK.

6. Verify that the Deny Facebook rule appears in the Outbound Firewall Rules list.
7. Click Save Changes.

Task 3: Test Segment Firewall Rules
You configure the Chicago Branch Edge to use the CDE Segment and verify that the Chicago Client
cannot access Facebook.com. You then configure the Chicago Branch Edge to use the Guest
Segment and verify access to Facebook.com.
1. In the navigator pane on the left, click Configure > Edges.
2. In the Edge column of the VeloCloud Edges pane, click Chicago Branch Site.
3. Click the Device tab.
4. In the Interface Settings pane, in the Actions menu, for the GE1 interface, click Edit.
5. In the Virtual Edge window, select the Override Interface check box.
6. From the VLANs drop-down menu, select 20 - CDE Segment. Click Update GE1.
7. Verify that the VLAN column for interface GE1 shows 20 - CDE Segment.

8. Click Save Changes.
You might need to scroll up to see this button.
9. In the Confirm Changes window, click Confirm.
10. Now the user needs to access the Chicago Client machine. From the bowser back button, access
the Chicago client browser.

11. In the Terminal window, enter netstat -rn.
12. Verify that the Gateway for Interface eth1 is shown in the subnet 192.168.6.x range.

13. In the Terminal window, enter service networking restart.
The command takes up to 30 seconds to complete.

14. In the Terminal window, enter netstat -rn.
15. Verify that the Gateway for Interface eth1 is shown in the subnet 192.168.20.x range.
This IP address is from the CDE segment VLAN.

16. Minimize the Terminal Client window.
17. In the Firebox browser, in the address bar, enter facebook.com.
Access to the facebook.com web page is denied as per the CDE segment firewall rule.

Next step is to change the Chicago client machine subnet to
GUEST Segment
18. From the orchestrator connection (VCO)
19. Check to see that you are still on the Device page for the Chicago Branch Site Edge.
a. If you are not on that page, click Configure > Edge.
b. In the Edge column of the VeloCloud Edges pane, click Chicago Branch Site.
c. Click the Device tab.
20. In the Interface Settings pane, in the Actions menu for the GE1 interface, click Edit.
21. From the VLANs drop-down menu, select 30 - Guest Segment.
22. Click Update GE1.
23. Verify that the VLAN column for interface GE1 shows 30 - Guest Segment.
24. Click Save Changes.

You might have to scroll up to see the Save Changes button.
25. In the Confirm Changes window, click Confirm.

26. Verification step from Chicago Client machine

27. Maximize the Terminal Client window.
28. In the Terminal window, enter service networking restart.
The command takes up to 30 seconds to complete.
29. In the Terminal window, enter netstat -rn.
30. Verify that the Gateway for Interface eth1 is shown in the subnet 192.168.30.x range.

This IP address is from the Guest segment VLAN.
31. Minimize the Terminal Client window.
32. In the Firebox browser, in the address bar, enter facebook.com.

Access to the facebook.com web page is allowed as per the Guest
Segment firewall rule.

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure segments are removed from the Branch
Profile. Chicago Client machine is part of 192.168.6.x subnet.

Next move on to next lab task.

Lab 14 Configuring Clustering
Objective: configure and Verify DC Clustering feature
VMware SD-WAN DC Clustering feature is Configured and verified in this lab
exercise. End user will learn on how to configure DC Cluster feature, will experience
the Branch site getting connected to Cluster member and then with load increase
movement of the VPN tunnel to a new cluster member.
In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Create and Configure Cluster
2. Verify Cloud VPN Hub spoke topology with branches(spokes)
connecting to Hub cluster member.
3. How to verify the clustering in action

Task 1: Create and Configure Cluster
Topology:

Topology:

DC1-Hub1 and DC1-Hub2 will be part of DC1-Hub-Cluster
Summary Steps:
1.

Disable individual hubs from Cloud VPN “Branch to Hub”

2.

Make sure Cloud VPN is enabled on both Branch and DC profile

3.

Configure Hub as the Cluster member.

4.

From the edge, enter the credentials for direct IPSec

5.

Verification step

Detailed Steps:
1.

Let us start enabling clustering for Branch Internet site profile. Before enabling Clustering,
make sure cloud VPN for Branch to Hub is disabled.

2.

Network Services>New Cluster

3.

Give a name, select the auto rebalance option, select the Hub cluster members and move to the
right

4.

Save Changes. Cluster is configured and the below screenshot will also show that it is NOT
being used by any profile.

5.

After the profile is assigned to the cluster member, “used in profile” for cluster count will
increase.

Task 2: Use of Clustering: Branch to Hub VPN using
Clustering
After the DC cluster is configured, enable Hub spoke topology using the Cloud VPN.

1. Log in to VeloCloud Orchestrator if you are not already logged in.
2. Make sure Cloud VPN is enabled on both Branch and DC Profile.
3. Before enabling Hub spoke topology for Branch Internet site profile, lets us check the List path
for Chicago Branch site. This will show Gateway as the only path available.
After the Hub VPN using cluster is enabled, List path for Chicago Branch site will show 2 paths,
(A) Gateway and (B) Hub
Before enabling VPN HUB, Chicago Branch site shows (Tools and Troubleshoot > Remote
Diagnostics > Chicago Branch > List Path)

4. In the navigator pane on the left, click Configure > Profiles > Branch Internet Site Profile
5. In the Cloud VPN column, click Branch to VeloCloud Hubs > Enable

6. Click on Select VeloCloud Hubs, this is where end user is going to select the cluster members
and enable it has a Hub

7. Save Changes for the profile
8. Check the event log (Monitor > Events) for “changes applied” event.
9. To verify, use the Tools and Troubleshoot > Remote Diagnostics > Chicago Branch Site > List
path

10. As there are 2 cluster members in the cluster, List path will show to which cluster member
Chicago Branch site has created the Static Overlay tunnel.
Hub1 = 16.16.16.16, Hub2 = 16.16.16.17
In this case, Chicago branch site has overlay VPN tunnel to Hub1

11. This can also be verified from debug shell of Chicago Branch site using
/opt/vc/bin/debug.py -path

Task 3: Clustering Auto-rebalancing in Action
In this lab task, end user will see DC cluster in action. What happens when the load increases on the
cluster member with Branch VPN? Overlay tunnel will automatically move to the next available
cluster member with load increase and auto rebalance option enabled.
In this case, we found that the Chicago Branch site is connected to Hub1 Cluster member
(16.16.16.16). Load will be increased in the lab environment and we will notice that the overlay
tunnels getting moved to new cluster member 16.16.16.17

1. Log in to VeloCloud Orchestrator if you are not already logged in.
2. List path for Chicago Branch site shows DC1 hub site cluster as 16.16.16.16

3. VeloCloud Gateway (VCG acting as a controller) in this case is monitoring the resource usage
and will assign a new cluster member when the load increases.
4. Let’s check from the debug shell the status of the clustering. To access the controller, go to the
landing page and click on lxc-host

5. Execute the cli, lxc-attach -n x-vcg1

6. Check the cluster score, by default cluster score for both the members are same

7. End user will increase the load and will see the overlay tunnel moving for Chicago branch site. In
this lab task, Chicago has the branch to Hub overlay tunnel to 16.16.16.16 (hub1). Load will be
increased on Hub1.
For your lab pod, check out if Chicago site has hub/spoke to hub1 or hub2. If it is hub2 then
increase the load on hub2.
Load will be increased by copying the logical id.
8. Execute the debug shell “debug.py –enable_edge_cluster” to increase the load on hub1 as per
this lab pod.

98 98 98 is the cpu, memory and tunnel count
9. This will increase the score for Hub1 and tunnel should get auto rebalanced to Hub2.
From the controller (VCG1) execute /opt/vc/bin/debug.py –edge_cluster

10. As auto rebalance is enabled, check from the orchestrator List path. List path for Chicago Branch
site shows DC1 Hub2 as the new hub.

11. Before enabling Hub spoke topology for Branch Internet site profile, lets us check the List path
for Chicago Branch site. This will show Gateway as the only path available.
After the Hub VPN using cluster is enabled, List path for Chicago Branch site will show 2 paths,
(A) Gateway and (B) Hub
Before enabling VPN HUB, Chicago Branch site shows (Tools and Troubleshoot > Remote
Diagnostics > Chicago Branch > List Path)

12. In the navigator pane on the left, click Configure > Profiles > Branch Internet Site Profile
13. In the Cloud VPN column, click Branch to VeloCloud Hubs > Enable

Lab 15 Configuring Backup Links
Objective:
VMware SD-WAN Backup/Standby feature is tested out in this lab exercise.
End user will learn on how to configure Backup/Standby links. Validate VPN and
Traffic through standby link. Test case ensure that there is no black-hole of traffic
during failback.
NOTE
This lab exercise is a good candidate for PoC. This is for enterprises using LTE
circuits as a standby links.

In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1. Create and Configure Backup Links
2. Verification of backup links

Task 1: Create and Configure Backup Links

Log in to VeloCloud Orchestrator if you are not already logged in.
1. In the navigator pane on the left, click Configure > Edges> Chicago Branch Site > Device
2. Go the WAN settings, click on edit Spectrum link

3. Advance > select the “Use as Backup Only” and save changes

4. Save changes to the configuration of Chicago branch site

5. Monitor > Edges > Chicago Edge Device will show the status of the backup link

With Spectrum link as the backup link, DMPO sub second functionality is not going to work for
real time traffic.

Task 2: Verification
With Active link going down, backup link for the Chicago site will be the primary link.
1.

Log in to VeloCloud Orchestrator if you are not already logged in

2.

From the VCO Connection page, Click on the “Scenario” tab. Bring down the Verizon link.
Remember that the Verizon link is the Primary link for the Chicago site.

3.

From the drop down select the Verizon link outage and click on activate

4.

Current scenario confirms that the Verizon link outage is executed. Lets go and check the
Monitor section under VCO. Backup links transitioned from Backtup Active

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure
1. to disable the backup link by going to Configure> Edges>
Chicago > devices > wan settings > Spectrum > edit >
advance > disable the checkbox for Backup link

2. From the vco browser scenario tab, click on drop down and
select “Clean network”

Before you move on to the next lab task, make sure to delete the static route from the DC1 SW
and DC1 Hub1 edge device.
Delete the static route from DC1 Switch
1. From the browser connection page, go to DC1 SW

3.

Delete the static route from DC1 Hub 1 site.

Lab 16 API
VMware SD-WAN VeloCloud Orchestrator RestAPI is tested out in this lab exercise.
End user will leverage the REST API by executing the use case for listing out all configured profiles
and their configuration.
In this lab, end user will perform the following tasks:
1.
2.

Install SDK package
Use case 1

Task 1: Install SDK Package
This lab exercises make end user familiar with the SDK package installation on Linux machine.
Steps:
1. From your computer browser, go to the connection page and click on API Client (Linux machine )

2. Open the terminal window from the Linux machine

3. Follow the screenshot for untar the SDK package and installation.
(A) ls

(B) Unzip using Bunzip2 utility

(C) Unziped version is api.tar

(D) Untar the api.tar file

(E) Un-tar files will get copied under a new folder “api”

4. Package is installed successfully. Next step is to install the dependency and update the package.
apt-get update

Pip install –upgrade pip

Install the package

Execute python, this will take you to the python prompt

Now, we are ready to execute the test case.

Task 2: Use Case 1: Get information on all the profile
configured for Enterprise Global Retail and their
configuration.
Test case is to collect the config for the Customer=Global Retail at profile level.
For this, sample.py file is used. As a step 1, end user will login to the orchestrator and will get the
customer number. After getting the customer number, sample.py file is used.

Steps:
1. Exit from the python prompt
2. Edit the sample.py and execute the sample 2. It is best practice to create a copy of sample.py before
modifying the file.

Delete the rest of the use cases from the sample.py. The only test case to be executed is number 2 Get
Enterprise profile
Save the file.

3. Execute the sample.py

4. Exit from the api client and go back to the connection page from the browser
5. Open VCO and check for the profiles. Profiles on VCO matches the profiles shown from sample.py
output
DC1 Profile
Branch Internet Site Profile
Branch Hybrid Site Profile
------------------------------------------------------END-----------------------------------------------------------------

